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Introdue tor?/- note.
The eniggestions f*or the present treatise caine to the undersi£^ned in
connection with his official work in the preparations for the estab-
lishment of a uniform catalog of the Prussian scientific libraries.
It seerng scarcely necessary to i-ention that nothing ha£i been changed
in its character as a private work. Finished provis ionally in the
spring of 1896, it has been enlarged during the past year, by the
addition of material since published or recently discovered. The read.-
.ar will pardon if the traces of this revision are not always success-
fully obliterated.
There still remains for me only the pleasant duty of acK.nowledfir.ient
of assistance, especially from the Royal vrwrujJCj*^ 'i' religion,
education, and medicine,which has supported and advanced the work in
every way.
To the foreign and local libraries,which have answered all my ques-
tions with unfailing amiability, and to Councillor Hartwig,who with
friendly acquiescence has f^jirnished my production a place in this
collect ion, I, again in this place, express ray most respectful thanks.
JTitz MilK^u.
Berlin ,whit sunt ide , 1898
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Prerac©.
In quite a striking manner, the editor of thia collection once demon-
strated the fact that the tasK. of establishing the central catalog
for a library of a,' large or small state is a question for the minic-
try and board of finance to solve and at the sarne tine gave the true
reason for this state of affairs, namely, that the idea, in spite of its
venerable age and nunerous manifestations of life, thus far has reachei
j
but little beyond the state of an acadoinioal discussion.
Aside from the undertaking of the French govenninent , which was frustr-
' ated by the ill favor of the times at the close of the preoeeding
I
century^ even in the most recent years, there has been no success in
! the attempt to raaXe use of the power of the state altho the advantageif
which its execution promises, are so great and clearly evident.
Leopold Delisle,only quite recently, proved how mch greater a service
to science a catalog of the most important Prussian collections would
i
render than is possible with the index of the Bibliotheqiie Nationals
' alone. And this means the richest library in the world, the central
national library of a great state, which in the forination and executi-
on of the idea of centralization, has stood alone for centuries.
According to that one can draw conclusions ai? to what advantstge a
' country^ without such a surpassingly all powerful central library, but
J
possessing a laigt book collect ion, which is growing and cared for by
their methods, could expect from the collection of these treasures
into a centralized catalog.
With gratitude and joy is to be hailed the fact that the Prussian
government has undertaken to bring the question from the realm of
dreams into active being. In the budget for 1895-96 there was laid
before the Diet the plan of making a central catalog in the Royal
library of Berlin, the university and other scientific libraries of
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the existing collections of books on the basis of the present loan
system rendering the possessions of each individual library easily
accessible to all the others. The university and board of finance agr-
eed to put the undertaking on a seciore footing; it remained for t.ie
professional men to suggest a plan for its fulfillnent.lt is self
evident that this can be done only on the basis of a thorough exami-
nation into all existing productions in these doriiains.
The task as has been said is not T\«w;but since up to date none of the
many methods for the attainment of the same goal has had an opportuni-
ty of proving its practical utility, one seeks in vain for an exaiaple,
whiciL fuirnishes an unt«i^«^ ^jrocedent.
, in I83I the British Museum began printing its catalog from purely
I
practical considerations,which were lijiited to the boundaries of the
institution. In the requirements for printing, never has there been a
word about including in the on© index an inventory ef merely the
other. London libraries so far as they could demand such consideration
because of their importance.
On the other hand the com lission, whose duty it was to advance an
opinion in regard to the publication of the catalog of the Bibliothe-
que Nationals, emphasized in their reconrnnndation for printing the com-
mon interests of science and the plan of including the other book
collections in Paris was dwelt upon, but the very Justifiable hesitati-
on, that these indexes as yet unprepared* would endanger the whole work
led thera to linit it to one library.
Thus in its significance as well as in its final aims, the contempla-
' ted work ie related to both undertakings in London and ?aris,and
however much can be learned from thera mn regard to the arrangement
and printing of the prospective catalog, still the establishraent of a
general index of a number of libraries whcih are scattered over a

wide area demands with special needs another 'wrking plan than that
of the publication of the catalog of a single collection, tho it alone
Ij
may be worth more than the others together.
But the execution of a central catalog, practical up to the present
for indexing, can "not be regarded as a model on acootint of its restrict-
ions to a strictly limited literature or current accessions, in spite
of its close relationship as to methods.
Sooner might the collection of all the indexes of the numerous
libraries of the institutions ( in Berlin there are fifty with eighty
five thousand volumes altogether) made in Berlin and Bonn 1892-97 be
drawn into a conrmon central catalog.
The difference 1^[±11 in the range and difficulty of the tasks solved
in the one case and still to be solved in the other, is so signifioant
1
that the ways and means must naturally differ in the two cases.
Out of tliis need for practical exi^eriences, which would be of use in
^' tEte organization of the prospective taslc, arises the necessity of
returning to the prolific source of theoretical discussions concern-
ing the central catalog, in order to discover gradually the most acc-
essible way by testing the working plans there developed and by a
critical elimination of clearly - ut\^Ct»able proposals.
I As contrasted with the compilation, the printing of a central catalog
is nothing more than that of any Index similar in scfipe*
For the production of the plan, never yet realized, a glance over the
work of the printing press in the service of cataloguing is natur-
ally added. Only if these preliminary studies have led to a complete
elucidation of the method and scope of the task, a verdict as to the
I' method of putting it into practice majr be possible.

Part-lo
Historical discussions.
Introduction,
Central catalog.
According to the character of the present task, strictly speaking, only
thie plans for a central catalog can be considered as a scheme reckon-
ing on existing library'- conditions and patterned according to the
imediate need of the libraries. The ever recurring plans to unMm
the numerous existing bibliographies of a ver^/ strong collection of
the literary productions of a single co^mtry or the world^as well as
the bibliographies still to be issued, shows a close relation to the
scheme of cooperation in various lines of librar^/ work.
In spite of the varying airas^thoe© efforts show^ especially as fa» as
th«^ are ef value for universal bibliography^ features wArthy of con-
sideration for our undertaking also.
This has moreover the implied or expressed purpose of supplanting the
existing library catalog. Therefore it will not be strange to find it
represented here beside the universal catalog v;ith a couple of the
B»8t recent exa^mples.
With few and for this reason notable except io'-'.s, the originators of
the centralizing plans,whether they desi-re. a catalog embracing
several libraries or the combination ef innuineral'le seperate biblio-
graphies into a single comprehensive index, do not show the sarae
know ledge of their pro lecessors,which would enable them to clarify
and strengthen their own conceptions.
Little can be expected therefore from an attempt at an historical
develop~ment of the idea. For this reason a syraposiura of thev^r raani-
fold utterances is disclaimed, especially as many of them insist
merely on a limit as to the goal.
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If liere as elsewhere ^ each one stood on the shoulders of his predecess-
ors, it would be of practical interest to traco the idea to its very-
source. But under exist in^^^ circumstances it is quite unimportant v;he-
thf»r the universal repertoriurn, justly or unjustly can be traced back
to Conrad Gesner ( 1545 ) .whether Gabriel Nande, ( 1627 )and Gerard Lang-
baine (I65I) really rreve the first to give public expression to the
idea of a central catalog, in its widest as well as its most restricted
sense, and how many finally after them have brought to light the for-
f©tten idea again and again.
The very recent examples show most clearly the incoherence of all
these efforts. A few days after the first international bibliographic-
al conference in Brussels ,the members of the 'Association artistique
•t litteraire internationale "at their Dresden congress twenty fourth..
September 1895, led by Jules Lermina of Paris, determined upon the
establisliment of a universal index of all works of science, literature
and art which have appeared or will appestr the world over^ and it would
be Wonderfully strange if the century about to close does not see the
same tttopia proclaimed with equal enthusiasm at least onee more.
For the selection presented in the following pages, this prinoiptft
has been deoisitee that among all plans, those ire oi' the greatest
value which are concerned, not with mere suggestion as to the methed
of procedure, but those which seek to enter as far as possible into
the details of the work in question.
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Chapter I.
The universal catalog and the universal bibliography.
It aeerae a reversal of the actual state of affairs when williar-i P.
A. Axon in hia short sketch ©f the unixersal oatalo/^ maintains that
the first question t* be answered would be that of its possibility.
If thiis rriust be answered in the negative then it would be useless
to discuss its advantages. Quite the contrary. Here as with every other
work it is the right of existence which nnist first of all be demon-
strated before one cCan observe the ways and means for its execution.
And this is the chief fault of all plans for a universal catalog
that they make light of this proof and usually represent the advan-
tages of the undertaking as axiomatic »while it should be their
prime ta-isk to convince the world that work and profit here stand
in proper relations to each other»dnly if that is successful* is the
universal catalog then a question of tiiiie.
But the execution of this preliminary condition becomes more diffi-
cult every year, in the same ratio as the undertaking itself, whose
wide range is extended by everjr new year of literary production.
As to the possibility of the universal catalog ne man of sens© has
ever doubted. But the real hindrance lies as Edwards has already
stated, not in its infeasibility ,but in its doubtful value.

I.Ferdinand Vander Haeglien.
On© might give up all skepticism,when one
sees with vrhat great and noble enthusiasm a man like Vander Haeghon
the founder of the Bloliotheoa Belgica, favors the universal catalog.
Even if prejudiced from principal against the idea* one will not
without an active interest note the way in which on the fourth
of Deoe!n)3er,I893»he placed before the Belgium academy the plan of
his newly recommended project and on seventh May 1895 » sketched it
out before the same body. His plan of organization,which is here
given in full gives us exhaustive information.
I.?or the establishment of an international bureau is t* bo estab-
A
lished.
2oThe bureau is to have its office in . .
.
It will be assigned to the best known library in the city.
3. It will consist of a director, secretary three assistants and a
messenger. The salary of these officers will be fixed at... Am order
of business will regulate thoir powers and the progress of their
work.
4. The catalog will be made on cards* Every card will bear after the
name of the author, the exact title of a work and its different
editions with a statement of the libraries,which possess it,
oorrespondins to saiiples agreed upon.
5. The aatalog is to be strictly alphabetical.
6. The bureau provides for the writing and printing of the titles,
and sends the cards in corrected proof sheets to the subscribing
libraries.

10.
I
7.?li« administratior of these libraries states upon the cards sent
them whether.
(l^) the given editions are found in their collection.
( b )they possess still other editionso
The cards are to toe returned at the latest two weeks after theii* re-
ceipt.
8. Each of the subscribing libraries will hasve five copies of the
completed catalog cards.
9. At the beginning of each year the director of the bureau will give
the government of the subscribing countiios a report concerning the
work conducted during the past year and the progress of the general
cat alog
.
10. Private libraries which are prominent cither because of the number
of volumes, or the value of special collections, can join the interna-
tional bureau thro the participation of the government of their coun-
try under the sajne conditions as the public libraries, and share in
its publications*
11. The stiibsoribin<^ libraries reserve the right to lae entitled to the
intervention of the bureau in written comnninications with all the
libraries concerned in the agreement.
I2o?or the acquisition of bibliographical information, scholars are
freely granted permission to correspond directly with the Bureau.
IS.An annual sum of .... will be set aside for the current expenses
af the bureau^ as the purchase of books and needs of the Bureau, print-
ing, postage and so forth <, Besides a preliminary credit of .... will be
granted it for the acquisition and arrangement of bibliographies.
14. The expenses of the bureau will be born in common by the subscrib-
ing states and be proportioned according to the number of public or
private libraries which 9rder the catalog cards.

II
"
Instead of entering into the details of this plan (^for a criti-
ciera of its working organization refereno© may be had to Dzlatzko'o
plan) I should like to direct attention for a minute to the
future, which sees before itself the realization of Vander Haeghen's
idea*
In this first communication to the Belgiaia Academy, the GSient head
librarian cast aside the British Museum catalog, saying th.at it,
completed^ would contain only a very small portion of the library
treasures of Europe alone. At any rate^ according to Garnetts'oalcu-
lationsfthe catalog of tiiis sinall fraction would embrace 3,5000,000
articles; if we leave out of consideration the greater portion as ref-
erences, to whose acceptance the British Museum believes itself pled-
ged thro the absence of a aystematio catalog; still including maps
a»d music ,we have remaining 1,500,000 actual titles.
Naturally estimates like the following can be made only at random,
for ne land has at its disposal a complete bibliography of its
literature; however we will estimate rather too low than too high, If
we estimate an exhaustive index of the treasures amassed in Eui'opean
libraries alone at 4,000,000 titles.
New the ql^•5stion presents itself. Will the profit to a large library,
which the possession of this index may bring to it, stand in especi-
,
ally acceptable relations to the great burierx of labor,which will
|l
aocorue to it from the comparrison, admission, and arrangement of those
million title cards?
The Brussels Academy, altho after long delay, finally has accepted the
plan submitted to it and presented it to the government .Two years
have since passed without bringing any details concerning its fate
before the public •Presumably it has fallen a sacrifice to the propo-
ganda of the International Brussels Institute^
I«
(
I
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whidi v/as inserted only after hoatod debatr^e.For both undertakings
it ie self evident there is no room in one land;i^irthermore, it would
net be at all remarkable , if here,where the recruiting strength of
the plans depends upon the laity, the situation would have to be met
with respect to limits by no means xoore secure or discreet.
3, Richard Garnett.
Even in his first report concerning the printing of the British
Museum catalog, Garnett implies that the publication of this catalog
would create for the adherents ef the universal catalog a basis of
operation as yet entirely lacking. As yet their plan was Utopian, but
let the catalog of the museum become commonly acoesnible first thro
printing^ then it would be possible to fill out these gaps from the
catalogs of ether libraries and so attain the great goal in long
strides. Ten years later in September I892,Gsaiett again subnitted this
plan to the conference of English libraialans in Paris. As can scarcely
otherwise be e3cpected from him^to whom the direction of the printing
of the London catalog has offered rich opportunities to become
practically acquainted with the difficulties c>t such undertakings,
we find in his achievenents nothing of the security and certainty
Of victory with which in more recent tines we have been accustomed
tO' see the champion of far more extensive plans step before the
public. It is not the usual enthusiasm for the universal catalog,with
which we have to do here, but a salutary, calm exposition concerning
thie solution of the problem, The universal catalog ^Garnett thinks, has
as things now are only a ijossibility, Among the printed catalogs
existing at the tine, that of the British Museum most nearly approach-
es the desired completeness. Only on this basis can the powerful
structure be erected, thro the coioornon effort of sill the rest of th«

iraportant libraries »T^:hich would make known their possession at a
central oiTioe for publication as i'ar as tHese are not included al-
ready in the British Museum catalog, either in separate supplements
or in connection with the index laid down as a foundation. The
difficulties are indeed great. To begin with, the British Museum
catalog is not extensive enough to be able to take the work in hand.
But besides all this^it is inooniplete for its printing has required
a great nmy yeai*s and so the new additions, in ao far as they ar©
connected alphabetically with the published volun0s,hav© not met
with favor. Very essential above all is the reprinting of the catalog
and its distribution to all libraries concerned.lt is a matter of
prine irrportance therefore to arouse the government to an appropri-
tien of the necessary means. If tliia succeeds, then the problem remains
to draw all large libraries into participation, to procure from them
the neceepscpy financial support, to obtain the necessary unity in
the treatment of a mass of technical questions and finally to estab-
lish and endow the central office i»hich would attend to the revision^
sirrangement and publication of the material streaming in from all
sides.
Garnet t is, as he himself states in conclusions, byno means so sangu-
ine as to think of a speedy conquering of thsse difficulties of
•rganizat ion, without telling us freely, that he especially hopes, the
public participation will reach the foracj necessary to enter upon
the undertaking supported by a safe ouf^look as to results.
If this time ever really comes, it will still be in the distant
future. Thus far scarcely more that two or three nations have been
successful in reconciling only the official libraries ^ questions
•f cataloguing.
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And this difficulty would be the easiest to overcome. But where could
II
the libraries even now already overburdened with their constantly
increasing tasks derive the necessary strength for this new work?
According: to the rate given as an estimate of the work for the
establishment of the Prussian cooperative catalog, the Berlin Imperial
library would need eight thousand working days of an officer in order
to compare their present collection with that of tlie British Museum
if the catalog, which really ia not the case had the same
plan of girrangement as their own. But this collection is growing
quickly and steadily, and the comparison of additionn demands new
w^rkj-^hioh should never come to a standstill, since the xvhole unde3>-
taking here could i)e of value, anly upon the condition that it would
be carried on forever. Therefore it is not evident why the new edition
•f the English catalog laid down as a basis for the universal catalog
should be demanded together with the reference to the incompleteness
•f the first edition, for the reprint would require probably twenty
years more and a large portion of the accessions not be taken into
account. But finally the universal catalog made on the proposed plan
would solve the problem only imperfectly , for it TTOuid always specify
for every work only one library in rfhoee possession it would be found
and indeed for the majority of the books only the British Mu^euia,
which permits the use of its treasures only within the library,
II
3. The international institute of bibliography in Brussels.
of
Eight years ago both ^ the Brussels advocates, Henri La Fontaine
and Paul Otlet net in the same ain;na]'iely, to organize according to
inodern plans the bibliography ot their sphere of research, jurispru-
dence and political science. But for only a short time did they abide
by this limitation, soon extend^ing their program endlessly .They 7/ere
expe>\<iY>ct«i, ^Ve Vat\^o-^ Suj^te-m ar^(^ extra VB§-a-n<L€.
convinced that the inadequacies^ of the working power is to be re-
gretted by no means in bibliography aloxw,and so in their efforts
in search of a fundamental cure of the evil came upon the most
audacious and comprehensive of all bibliographical plans, to a univer-
sal re. ertoriviTfU
The greater the compass of a bibliography and ^he wider the cirile
which it is to serve, the more momentous for it become the questions
concerning the arrangement of iaaterial.That in such a catalog number-
ing a million titles the alphabetic ar angement coiild not be follow-
ed solely, that rather in their arransenent far more stress mst be
laid upon the subject of the writings, there «ould b» no doubt from
the beginning. The discovery of the best method of doing justice to
this S'Jde Of their task presented itself to them as the most urgent
•f their preliminary work.
The study of the complicated fullness of scientific and bibliograph-
ical divisions led them finally to a system whose 'CR::arming simplic-
ity "qnd wide range captivated them in like degree and which seemed
to giv« into their hands the I'.eans for the solution of the wj^ole
problem; Mel\fil Dewey's DecwYnal classification.
*
16.
The investigation made in America confirmed fully their favorable
©pinion; in spite of this they felt themselves pledged to test in a
practical work the utility of the Dewey classification. with this
design they evolved their plan with the aid of friends and Tith the
support ©f the Belgium ^avernment ,the Office international de biblio-
graphie and not before the arrangement of 400,000 titles had fulfill-
ed their exiiiectations in all respects,would they regard the time as
having come to suraaon the world into cooperation. The invitations were
sent out and on second September I895tthe first international biblio-
graphical conference was held in Brussels.
Enthusiasm found unwontedly glowing expressions for praising the
attainments and placing the future in the brightest li^t.
Here a simple review of the resolutions must suffice', that the right
of the conference to call itself international was quite doubtful^
natters little,
1 . The conference is of the opinion that the decimal classification^
results from a practical and international point of view.
2. The conference sanctions the favorable vogue, which the Dewey system
has already won and recommends its unaltered acceptance in order to
facilitate the apeedy establishment of an international afgree:nent.
3. The conference desires the cooperation of the gdvernments for an
international bibliographical a8t!ociatiQn,( Union bibliographique
universelle ) with a view to the establishment of an international
bibliographical office.

17.
It instru«t8 their bureau to subinlt this desire to the Belgum goverii-
nient with the request that they taKe all steps apparently useful
for tliis purpose.
4«?he conference votes for the erection of an international biblio-
graphical inst itut e . ( Institut
,)
5«The conference in consideration ©f the circumstances that every
systematic arrangement presupposes the existence of a coroplete and
reliable national bibliography, draws the attention of the government
to the importance of a uniform copy- tax law»
6. The conference expresses the wish that the government might insist
upon the acceptance of the decimal system, if they consent to the
support of a national bibliography.
7. The conference desires that bibliographies from private sources
and especially catalogs issued by booksellers also adopt the declxvai
system.
8. The conference desires the common acceptance of the plans, adopted
by the Association franoaise pour I'avancement des sciences at the
assembly in Bordeaux A-uguet I895# concerning the key words given by
authors for the titles of their works.
9. The conference draws ixv in its official report the declaration
given by Monsieur La Fontaine and Otlet in their narneis and those of
their associates as desiring to give without remuneration their
re j)e.Ttorv-^ of 400,000 titles to the international bibliographical
office to be formed by the state. It thanks Me? ieurs La Fontaine and
Otlet for their initiative and for their generous gift.
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10. In anticipation of the final establishment of this ori'ioe,the
conference petitions the office now active at Brussels to carry on
its labors on the basis of a vast int f?rnat ional cooperation, it
desires especially the speedy translation of the tables of the Dewey
dec i.'nrVfil system into, German, French, and Italian.
This is ^hat the conference about to be established had to say.'^o
would be able out of these remarks of theirs without anything furth-
er to fathom the plans which really had led to i'Ve\r c_Qrv\ier\\TA<^,
the idea of a universal bibliography. to such an extent had the
allurements of Dewey's system captivated them^that they pushed into
thie extreme foreground the system to which under any circumstances
only secondary notice is due^ laying great stress on its servicable
value and even today in spite of all warning voices in Brussels, the
Dewey formula is the open sesame before whose magic power the doors
whidL today keep the investigator from the boundless wealth of the
worlds literature, will open. so it has come to pass that with abso-
lutely startling neglect of all foresight , the connection with the
universal repertorium is made dependant to such a degree on the
acceptance of a system once selected that the one stands or falls
with the other. But how slight the prospects of the dreamed of tri-
umph of this system are,we shall soon see.
First there is still a little to be said concerning the program it^
Self which may not be clearly developed ^not indeed from the oonimoialy
regarded laws of the institute founded by the conference, but rather
from Messieurs LaFontaine and Otlet's preliminary note.
The task of the Institute is the study of all questions which bear
•n bibliography in general and on the execution of the universal
repertorium in ikartioular,or moreljLearly expressed ^th© improvement
and internationalizing of the Dowey system with all the means of
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propoganda for its pursuance for the purpose of the facili.tatior>
speed of this great work. But to the office in whose ultiroate accept-
ance the adrainistration itself should acquiesce is the role of expur-
gating office allot ed*, the establishment and publication of the univer-
sal repertoriuj.i falls to it also.
By t&iis universal bibliographical repertoriuia one understands a cata-
log all the literature of all nations and all tinesfin which the
serial publications and the seperate publications of society tran«»
sactlonc shall be included as well as indejiendent books and pamphlets.
It should be made alphabetical as well as cla83t,and in its final
form pw»«s the capability of being Kept up to date; in other word8»be
kept on cards.No large city, no center of intellectual life would be
able to^ 6ff without this repertoriun.
It should be incurabent upon each office, whose individual divisions
should be directed by specialists for each branch of knowledge, to sift
first ^ all the bibliographaes already collected and then new material
daily coming in from all quarters, to assign to each title its place
in the system of classification and then to distribute the printed
s
slips to the subscribers, especially to the local bibliographic office
A
(Offices bibliographiques locant ) established everywhere.
These would be asbigned to the large libraries where they would
correspond soon to the expensive and still infrequent catalog systems.
Moreover the olasst arrangement of the cards would permit one to dis-
tribute the repertorium to ones liking and in sin^^le instances to
yield to special interests. Its first principal would be the raainten-
aice of the office in a powerful association, in which organization
all "ttLe others would join#and with whdciL the achievement of the
univere al repertorium nrust rest;
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this association would include state and public administrations,
laarned aocieties»lilDrari©8, publishers, authors and scholars.
The governments must hold themselves pledged to provide for a regular
registration of the publications of their countries and still further
te proYTWte the undertaking by subscribing to a number of copies in
proportion to the size of population and the literary activity of
the year, So much for the aims. Two years have passed since they were
announced. What has been reached practically thus far?
Fortunately they have not waited for the world wide bibliographical
union, in order to place the office on a firm foundation, The Belgium
ministry of the Interior and of Public instruction which already has
taken the temporary office and the conference under its protection
set a good example for the remaining governments and recommended to
the King the official sanction of the office in order to secure an
Institution for the co';.ntry which could become, a br^ve e^cheance I'or-
g«,^e principal de la vie intellectuelle des pcLMples,
On liLe twelfth September 1895, the King signed the act creating the
office of international bibliography which at the same time secured
the necessary quarters and financial support for the undertaking.
The other governments seem to remain in the background; at least there
is beside the Belgium government only one Swiss cant on, to whom the
to
second conference^ held from the second^fourth August 1897 has had
occasion to express its sense of obligation. This lack of active
cooperation nevertheless has not prevented the office from displaying
a surprising activity. In the quarters which have been assigned to it
in an annex of the Iiaperial library in Brussels ^printed catalogs and
bibliographies ha»e been broken up in the customary manner by
clipping and pasting on single title slips^and a large number of
scientific assistants are engaged in classifying these according to
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the D<^wey tables, Th© 400,C0Qv cards, the gift of La Fontaine and Otlet
are a lang since exploded theary.';irhan the member* of the second conr-
ference visited the office they were able to assert that the repert-
©riun already had grown to more than two million titles, of which
more than half were already classifiedoTIf&y investigated its separmt'e
parts in detail and could not refrain from repeated loud expressions
of surprise and praise concerning the work already accon^lishod.''^
Even a bibliographic^f
^
organized already. The Institute re>.
ceives questions and answers them as well -^.s the unfinished condition
of its collection of titles pemits,white it places at the disposal
pf those interested the manuscript titles for reference purposes in
the reportorium.Por the first five cards, there was a fixed minimum
tax of one franc levied; each extra card costs one tenth of a franc*
?fh«n the number of titles provided exceeds fifty (five and one half
francs) the questionnaire will be informed thereof for the avoidance
of undesireable surprises •While the work of the "Retrospective bib-
liographie" is of value-(there is no Oerman phrase covering the idea-^
as complimentary to these for mastering new facts a number of period-
ical publications have been Ctlled into being and others for limited
purposes have been used for the advancement of the Institute.
They bear the common main title"Bibliographia universal is, publication-
cooperative de 1' office international de bibliographie" and all
naintiin the same principle altho they issue from various circles;
that is in the main they give every title the Dewey number
•
They are to be regarded as integral parts of the universal reperto-
riun and appear partially in card form (as the publications of the
toniilium bibliographicuia at Zurich and of the American library
assdoiation for which the reader is referred.to the statement in the
chapter on printed titles;)
•4
partially an sheets printed on one sidefthe Bibliographia unversalis
today (middle of 1897) includes besides the publications already
mentioned the following;
Bibliographia bibliographioa (published since 1897 by the institute.)
Bibliographia philosophica (published since 1895 by the Institut
superidi^r de philod3>Phie of the university of Lyons)
Bibliographia sociolo/rica (published since 1895 by the Bureau socio-
logtque of Brussels).
Bibliogre^ia astronomica (published since 1896 by the Socite Beige
d'astronoKiie at Brussels, which appears also in card form.
Bibliographia nedica italica [published since 1897 by the periodical^
l£ Paliclinico at Rome.
Bibliographia ostetrica and ginecologica italiana ( published since
1897 by Societa Italiana di ostetrica e ginecologia at Rome) and
Bibliographia musicalis it alica ( published since 1897 by the peri-
odical L'insegnante di iitusica at Rome)5a number of further unions
are about to be established. Likewise as a result of the institute
it msir be estimated that a number of journals will be prevailed upon
tsr classify their articles with the Dewey numbers.
Oh the wj^ole it is^when examined closely^but little in comparison
with the enormous scope of the task^but in itself and especially
considering the short space of two jiears^it &s a very creditable
showing so that ^rhatever his doubts as to the utility of the entire
undert aking , one can not refrain from wishing it more prosperous future
than tO' all appearances has been allotted to it»
Indeed the heads of the Brussels movement in favor of the Dewey
classification have produced in the quiet domain of bibliographyan
unheard of agitation both verbal and Trritten,so that an ennuiTieration
of the pamphlet s» serial publications and notices of the daily press
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whidn their energetic propo^anda has called into being and daily in-
creaeedfWould fill many pages. But however nuiaerous the new adherents
may be ^who are won to the systein thereby, the result dwindles greatly
when opposed to the negative attitude, which those circles most influ-
ential and most capable for judging^ are ^ with few exceptions^ maintain-
ing.Two reasons were advanced which should make the acceptance of the
Dewey system imperat ive; first ^ its unlimited capability of expansion,
the international intelligibility of its numeral syBtem,which enables
it t&. render the same service to knowledge as did the Latin language
in the Afclddle ^es,in short its preeminence reaching to the acme of
perfection, and second,the fact-Otlet has asserted it.— .that the sys-
tern is used already in more than a thousand American libraries.
Whatever can possibly b# said of any movement has been repeat edJLy
^aid and here there is no possibility of opening the battle ariew.
The inadequacy of a bibliographical system does not permit itself
t» be demonstrated with the saine compelling strength of conviction
as perchance the false solution of a mathematical problem. The adher-
ents of the Brussels program will gradually realize that Europe is
not the soil for the Dewey system. But they will be much more inclined
constantly as it appears to make the power of tradition and the
clurasinesp of their antagonists responsible rather than the system
itself. Even now it has sustained a new defeat* in the fall of 1896
they united, at the invitation of the Associazione tipogcafica-libra-
pia italiana of publishers and librarians at Florence, in order $0
talce action upon the demands of the first Brussels conference.With
a"non liquet "they adjourned.Now ( september
^
1897^) the commission cre-
ated at that time for the study of questions has reported in favor
of the system, but has not won the approval of the full session. While
the Associazione tipografica-libraria-^it convened this tine at Milan)
•1^
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inposed a period of testing for the system and again postponed the
ultiiAatw decision, the newly founded Sooieta bibliogra^ica itallana,
whose first convening coincided in time and place with the most re-
cent annual conference of the previously mentioned association,
declared the Dewey classification in its present form to be unacoept-
ahle and entrusted a committee with the formidable task of inventing
a new system, (che incontri il favore di tutti con una notazione
sp^ciale sirabolica).And what <• the friends of the Dewey system say
to thatTThe question is not yet decided;the reporter of the Florenti-
ne Bolletins thinks therefore it is desiveable that the matter be
brought in a future convention before men who are le^s prejudiced
and better informed. In any case a noteworthy compliment for the men
of the bibliographical society.
As j^o the extent of the use of the aystem in America Otlet seems to
have collected his information from people who have more regard for
nuratpers than for things of more vital importance. Evidence as to that
may be presented here, the trust-worthiness of which admits no doubt.
As is well known the international catalog conference held in London
July 1896 at the invitation of the Royal Society ^as concerned with »
question of a system and both leaders of the Brussels movement who
attended the conference as Belgian delegates, did what they could in
order to bring about a decision in favor of the De^rey system. Their
efforts were fruitless as is well lanown.But strangely unfaiiiiliar and
yet des^irving of the widest publicity ±A the exposition of J.s.
Billings on the subject .Instructive as is his criticism of the system
its summary of the actual conditions can only be repeated here. "When
It
I knew^he said^ that I should be sent to t&is conference I so^j^ht to
ascertain the extent of the Bewey system in America. I wisited Mr. Dew-
ey and had a conversation with him*
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I went to Boston and to other cities and this is the result of ray-
invest igationp. Ii). the United States there is no state library whioli
adopted the Dewey system; no university library m the United States
A
has adopted it except Albany!-that is the library whidt is under Mr.
Dewey's administration^and New York (Columbia University )which is
tile library which earlier was under his direction and in which he
introduced it, where now they are plannin^^ to replace it with another
fep its deficiencies are realized. Every large library of any age
naturally has endeavored to adhere to its accepted system, so it
would seem it would bring with it very great difficulties. According;
er
to a report made ine year ase by the United States comi lission^ of
education. . . . there are fewer than one hundred libraries with the
Dewey system^only thirty two with the Chitter and a still smaller num-
ber employing other systems. An argument which explains the use of
the Dewey systerr and romises greater adoption of it in the arrange-
ment of boo'ks in the stack-^is the fact that small libraries are
being »rected every where in the country and that the persons appoin-
ted for their administration and cataloguing for the greater part
young women who took their course in Mr, Dewey's library school
mk have become familiar with his methods; and likewise the fact that
the Library Bureau, which owes its organization especially to the en-
ergy , technical endo v^'^iient and skill of Mr. Dewey, supplies cards,
books, labels, in short ©verthing arranged according tothe Dewey aystem
80 that it is possible to establish a library without understanding
mueh about it. That is very convenient and remarkably useful. For ray
part I am prepared to give the t^lghest recognition and admiration
to Mr. Dewey, not only for keenness of vision which henas whown here
and in other questions of library administration ^but also for the
wonderful amount of strength, zeal and persev^rence which he displays
r
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in the endeavor to settle this problem ef the world and give his
ideas the widest possible circulation. I admire men who believe in
themselves and their ideas and do their best to transform them into
realities. The large libraries in New YoBk do not use the Dewey sys-
tem; the large Boston library, the largest free public library which
we dees not use it; the Boston Atheneum and the New York mercantile
library »c%XT largest subscription libraries, do not use it and more-
over have net the sli/^htest intention of doing so. If they started
anew they say they would not use it. That sounds very different f*om
the results of Otlets investigations. One would suppose that the
people who are advocating the universal repertorium would have been
compelled to regard as one ef their first tasks a consideration of
its probable sphere of action with the closest use of all existing
aids. But neither the first nor the second Brussels conference has
deemed it necessary to consider this point in the formulation of
their numerous desires and conclusions and the way in which otlet
has brought toj^ether a lot of irrelevant data in a report for the
answering of these questions shows clearly how little importance
he attaches to their significance.lt meanwhile the friends of the
repertoriu!n,who still have a veiy practical interest in the elucida-
tion of the problem, acquiesce
J
then indo-^^d we have no occasion to
penetrate deeper. Ife '^.re satisfied therefore with the reports which
Prantz PuncK h» Bretano i and Charles Richet have contributed; the one in
ordor to prove the hopelessiiess of the undertaking, the other in
order to show its necessity. On the ground of the statistics given
in the report of book publishers which on its side gaies back again
to the Droit A^tetJiT (the official organ of the bureau established
by th« treaties of the Bernese literature conventions in Bern^Furtc-
Bretano values the worlds annual production of original writings at
•mu
' '"If!
N~ f t T »" -"'"1
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200,000 in number. According to his own view he places too low an
estimate on the number of periodicals and society works therein in-
cluded (10,000) and 80 it seems he estimates 360,000 articles and in
all mround numbers 600000 cards which the international office at
Brussels will produce annually in order to keep up with current lit-
erature. The index of the literature already appearin^^ will require
ultimately at least 10,000,000 to I5> 000, 000, cards. Thus remarks Otlet,
since this estimate appears to him to be too law. Of Rachets state-
ments, it is here nesessaiy to repeat but ene. According to the exact
statbements of Marcel Bandonino,the n-unber of the works in medicine
published in serials ainouats to 40,000 annually.
Based on this report , Picket estimates the extent of the entire
periodical literature for one year at 600,000 articles. in addition
to both of these recent estimates, there is also a third which is ten
years old. In his plan for a recatalog of Periedica published in 1838^
Nizet assures us that he has placed too small an estimate if he
estimates the number of the articles published monthly in European
periodicals » and valuable mono^-^raphs at forty thousand. This would
give annually 430,000 bibliographical references for the periodicals
of Europe alone. In the absence of more reliable data^one must proceed
from these compilations if one wishes to gain a conception of the
vastness of the undertaking. in order to avoid the appearance of
extravagance, let the sum total of the titles be that which the
bibliography of the past claims^ fixed at 10,000,000 and the annual
added accviraulations at 500,000^ contrary to all expectations let it
be further accepted that the literar:^ production remains constant.
Likewise let it be granted th:at all the plans of both Brussels confer-
ences be fulfilled oxier night so that the international office
might yearly clip, mount and classify not only 1,000,000 titles as
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farraerly , but also print and distribute to the subscribers and be*-'
side.-, talce care or the 500,000 added annually. In ten yaars the univei^
sal repert^rium weuld be ready with its 15,000,000 titles. The lib-
rary which has subscribed thereto has new a classt and alphabetical
set ef 30,000,000 cards te keep in erder and seventeen hundred cards
t# add daily to each *f its catalogs.
The provision for 30,000,000 cards has cost 240,000 francs, their
acoomikdation entirely apart from th^^ work_ approximately as imich and
every yea? 8000 francs more may be estimated for the new additions
and as inuch for the new drawers. This would be a great expense, yet not
tm mudi for such oolosal possessions. But if we proceed only twenty
years further, orJ.y twenty short years ^the univer^ai reportoriura will
now number 25,000,000 titles ,the library will have 50,000,000 cards
to care for and it will be an ever increasing burden for those
alre^idy in straightened circuinstances. Ought not both men to have
postponed even in their first ardor a consideration of the consequen-
ces of their proposals for the futureTAnd why should and must the
world take this Herculean task upon itself?This the answer; conc^raing
the advantage and necessity for a bibliographocal universal repertor-
iiim there is comnon unaniriity .This is indeed sonewhat bold and might
even remain so if the few who have taken an open stand for the ideas
of the world catalog, had declared their agre.^ment unanimous.
For in such matters we should not accept silence as consent without
further investigation. But from the beginning taere have not been want-
ing these quite able to speak who have expressed with sufficient
clearness their doubt as to the feasibility of the whole matter, if
mAe^i^the agitation of the last two years had not awakened more fre-*-
\ent opposition.
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N» •ne interjds to deny that there is still very niuch to be done in
the realm of bibliagraphy and that the innumerable hours of precious
time which today riiust be applied to the laborious and often enough
unsuccessful researches of a secondary nature could be spared for
greater creative work with proper arrangei lent and a richer develop^
—
ment of bibliogratihical service.
on the other hand we must decidedly dispute with the advoeatet* of tho
Brussels program the fact that they are on the right path to the
solution of these obstacles to scientific progress- if an overvalua-
tion of bibliography does not lie in the expression.
Otlet says that one of his friends possesses a collection of 30C0
bibliographical slips for a single disease of the eye, "Conjunctivitis'
and amother collected during six months of the year 1895 no fewer
than six hundred titles of works on the practical results of eerum
therapeutics, while Richet maintains that the literalmre has grown in
the first tv/o years of its existance to five hundred and ninety six
publications. In truth had the men desired to combat the undertaking
with the same degree of zeal that they are moved to prove its need,
they could hardly have found more suitable examples than tliese.
For 12ie only things which they prove for modern bibliography with
unrosistable eloquence is the indespensableness of the critic, the
necessity of weeding out the proportionally few works which have ad-
vanced science, from the overwhelming mass of worthless compilations
and of seperating in the great raass of corapiled treatises the chaff
from the wheat. If one desires to collect all the studies and articles
on Roetgen's discovery in the completeness striven for by tho Bruss-
els Institute,t::ei3e would be at his command certainly now fet leayt
a th ousand entries. Besides the collector himself hardly anyone

would liave a keen delight in the r©u,^h catalog which ,without ceriiraen-
taiy •r criticiem places th« article of th<g illustrated family
sheet next to the fundamental work and even the most special special-
ist might well stand aghast at working thro this wilderness.
It is almost out of the question that such considerations themselves
should not have been made a matter of concern in Brussels. But then
they seem to have disposed of them as easily as was the case with
the study of the way and licans for carrying out the undertaking.
One dpes not need to be a pedant in the affair tc be horrified when
one understands how the spokesman of the movement have expressed
themselves on this point. Let us first pave the way,then let us
collect hastily two or three million reference s» wherever we can
obtain them most easily, then let us carry away twenty five or thirty
percent of mistakes, it may be in the recording of the titles or it
may be in their arran^'ement ,into the bargain.
The mistakes antf the gaps would be corrected and supplied later and
indeed very easily, thanks to the arrangement of the catalog in
single cards, as wo have already indicated. For these corrections the
whole world will cooperate, for in a large number of instiances,the
repertorium will be made accessible to all who are able to indicate
them.Altho it is a fact that great timdertpkings can not be put into
operation without a certain degree of indiscretion, yet not many
would be able to reach to this freedom of comprehension. Of all the
works which exist for the bibliographer^ the construction of a
systei.iatic catalog is the most interesting just because it is the
most difficult , and everyone who at any time has had the opportunity
of working with one knows the struggle with the host of doubts and
scruples whicfc the scientific arrangement of titles daily stirs up^
not tor speak of the snares which insufficient Unowledge lays at the

feet of even the tharou,r:hly educated worker. No syetern in the world
will remove ttiese difficulti©b,not even the Dewey tables. Of what
value will he the results, if this west subtle of all bibliographical
werk^carried on by a host of learned assist ant Sj who have only the
titles not the books tiiemselvesyj according to the TerooAe<5t^ possible
bibliegraphical inst2ructions,is taken up like a great piece of rrhole-
sale work whidx is well done if it is quickly done?i¥here in the world
exists tlie pressing need which could pardon ignorance of the method?
e pesess a niultitude of bibliographies and critical literary
:
articles almost impossible of examination because of their nuiaber
whichjin large measure ^could accomplish much more for their subject
than the universal repertoriuiii ever could accomplifjh.\»re know the
disadvantages and the gaps.Wc realize what there is still to be done;
we have brilliant examples as to how the looses are to be repaired
and the faps filled out, if science is to accomplish a real service.
Where then lies the necessity for the universal repertorium?
The delegates of the second Brussels conference have recognized
offically th.e necessity of the establishment of special and crit-
ical bibliographies toward the completion of the univerrsal reperto-
rium. This leads to a conciliatory conclusion. Let us remain in our
old paths and wish them all success in their new one.
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4, James GoBainwell.
It is difficaalt to ixnderstand the logical consequences of the train
of thought which lies at the base of all these boundless plans and
whidi none has expressed more clearly than Janes G.Barv^Well^ librarian
of the Library company of Philadelphia.
Every catalog of books, so he says^ie a blessing, an economy of intel-
lectual and manual labor and of tirae.The wider and more limitless
its scope the f^reater its benefit tc its users t and if its scope is
80 broad as to include the whole of the worlds recorded productions
then its advantages arc boundless. But on the contrary-, the objection
must be raised "fihat, according to all foresight , the profit would be
far less than the work invilved.It is fairly taken for granted that
among a hundred industrious employees of a large scientific library
scarcely more than five or six are found to whom opportunity is
given-naturally only in mere title entries-of overseeing all that
•ver has been written in the whole world concerning a stated subject.
That there are so many systems for which already the literature
thirty years old has only historical interest , that even in remaining
branches of knowledge ordinarily a work is soon superseded b.y others
might indeed cause objections to be raised against every scheme for
a complete catalog with evident justice, but still more against so
great an undertaking which considers neither local nor national
boundaries. The spirit which urge« the creation of the universa.
catalog or universal bibliography , bears a certain resemblance to
thtt one which formerly pursued its obscure path, fortunately long
since abandoned, in preparing editions cum integris variorum notes,
in which, every consideration fell a sacrifice to the endeavor for
coiri-jleteness.The editions have little hope of revival and not much
f
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greater apr ears tlie out look for the realization of the contcrni lated
efforts,which today are active in Brusselo.Barnwellb' plan-he plans
for an alphabetical indes of all nonographs of the world-lays less
claim to our interest because he does not especially comit himself
to the description of the plan for the obtaining of necessary
material. Very worthy of consideration however seems his proposition
to' arrange this index chronologically somewhat on the order of Pan-
zers annals. Even tho the work might come to a standstill, it would
hav« furnished something independent , exclusive; a reprint of the whole
or seperate parts as an alphabetical pr subject arrangement would
make necessary from tine to tine, never would be necessary here. In
supplements it could concern itself only with the proportionally'" few
books which in a first collection might have missed the eye of the
bibliographer. The first seCctions of the repeptoritaa would be assign-
ed to the older literature and would probably be disposed of in
sufficient quantities to cover the cost. Naturally its use would not
be conceivable without an index whose periodical reprint would not
be nearly so expensive as that of tho whole work. Indeed full titles
with all necessary datB would be very desirable »but one could limit
himsilf to the attainable and be content with single titles such as
the English decennial catalog furnishes. On the h3a>otheei8 that all
printed books could be indexed with 3,000,000 titles, volumes of the
size of this catalog would be sufficient for its accomidationo
It is evident that Barnwells 'proposed arrangement would only then be
acceptable- and with the outline of a national bibliography one can
not afford to do otherwise than consider carefully-if one could leave
out of consideration his energetic contraction of a title to^ every
line. Otherwise the index would number but a few less volumes than
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ropertorium itself and the disadvantage of lieing comr>elled always to
consult two indexes instead of one, would hardly be overcome by the
advantage of the reprint of the smaller edition.
A word in clooing.Let the tkniversal catalog and bibliography be or
not be a Utopia, this much is true-and this is said only in order to
meet the misconception of the present critician-that the authors of
the plans here produced are well aware of the enormu« difficulty of
thieir task and with their disinterested zeal for scientific interests
-even th# irisconceived-have a just claim upon grateful recognition,
Nevertheless whoever desires to see with what impart iallity one
should take in hand such an enormous work let him read the treatise
entitled Buchhandel und Wissenschaft in the report from the book
trade where A.L. Jtelline^ of Vienna represents this as one of the
most essential advantages of the bibliographical encyclopaedia
recommended by him; it should first be clearly recognized how many
books may still be \inwritten.Hmidieds of scholars could still gain
rich laurels.
I
I
I
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Chapter 3.
The central catalog of the libraries of a country.
As has already been mentioned, a gradual progressive developeiiient of
the central catalog plan which owes its life to a chronological arran-
gement, is not known. The arrangei^ent according to countries therefore
is presented.
I Araerica.
Charles Coffin Jewett.
Chronologically and ver?/ properly at the beginning of this narrative
belongs Charles Coffin Jewett »8 plan presented to a very sraall circle
as early as 1850^ which by no r.ieans disclainB its Arieric&n origin so
far as this appears in nany striking particulars.
Among all plans for a central catalog this is perhaps the only one
ffhose coiiiplete lack of success could arouse tlie least wonder, especia-
lly in consideration of the raotto of the influential Smithsonian
Institution, whose librarian Professor Jewett was at that time; and
bearing in mind the purpose for which it was founded and realizing
the enormious sums which are used in that country in the service of
scientific undertakings the wondor concering this failure might still
increase. This plan differs from all others also in its origin. While
almost everywhere the central catalog appears as a direct demand
constructed out of scientific or at the same time practical and
scientific needs, we find it here, so to speak, as the final step of a
natural stage of developement ^ as the completing cornice of a gradually
constructed building.
This is Jewett 3 ' plan. Every printed catalog of a continually growing
library is out of date even before it has come out of the press.
Forced by necessity one takes refuge in .supplement s.^
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xMhicli become intolerable SlE soon as their nuinoer grows, and the user
of the library is conpelled for the sake of one book to consult ten
catalogs instead of one. Nothing reiaains to be done except to insert
the supplement 8 and to reprint the whole, The necessary expenses
might be defrayed as long as it is a question of smaller collections^
for large collections they are beyond one • s means. Should these es-
pecially give up therefore the great advantage of printing for
making their catalogs accessibleTThere is a way to become master of
these difficulties. The cards could be stereotyped separately , the
plates kept in alphabetical order still sa that the new additions
can be inserted easily, and the reprinting of the whole catalog can
be done at any time. The cost^resetting,the chief expense, disappears,
and with it all work for correction and revis^^ion.
Entirely apart from the extension of which it may be capable, this
plan shows its significant value by its application to a particular
library. The extra expense for the stereotyping of the titles might
amount to nearly 50^ of the cost of material. But even at the first
reprint it would be more than returned. The price of both editions
by the application of this mode of procedure would place it at 52^
less than with new composition. Moreover we would be satisfied with
a proportionally small number of copies if a new complete edition
could be set up so easily. Paper and printing expenses I'/ould be saved
also. Finally the arrangement of the titles for the reprint would go
from the hands of the librarian into those of the printer- The
attention of the first would be limited solely to the n«w accessions.
Concerning its entirety Jewett further says the advantages or this
plan are shown by its connection with an organization comprising
the entire country. In two libraries of a universal character , with
eiery 1000 and more volumes a fourth the titles would coincide.
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If then one ot the t^ro libraries would place at the disposal of the
other the stereotyped plate first set up for it, it would save for
all with their first coimnon title the expenses of prei'eration,ooinpo-
eition and stereot3''pin2:t_. approximately enough to cover the
extra expense for the stereotyping of the titlef< belonging to it
alone. A third institute whidr Joins the organization would find in
advance a still greater portion of its titles araorxg thase already
stereotyped and after the fourth or fifth catalog^^would be proven
what great sums the acceptance of the plan would save the
libraries. The work of a new library stopping to find out the common
titles would be facilitated by the fact that catalogs already : .
printed according to this plan were embraced in the central catalog
of the subscribing institute.
The printing and stereotyping of the titles which are to be prepared
according to fixed rules binding upon all assistants of the organ-
ization issue from a central place without regard to their future
disposal. The catch words, if they are names^are stereotyped in a
particular line; so the nam* need not be repeated '"ith every title
and on the other hand more titles can be inserted between name and
title, if neccsfr^ary .Ir. the order in which they are stereotyi ed»the
single titles receive running niombere. These refer to the local index
of the central catalog where ^folloY/ing the numbers^ are indicated
all libraries in which the books are to be found.
At the same tine however these numbers will show the extension and
progress of the whole work. Finally the Smithsonian institution, fully
recognizing the inestimable advantages which are to be expected
from tho final aim, the central catalog ^offers to introduce the work
and undertake the direction of the entire organization according to
the following plane;
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I.Tlie Smithsonian institution publishes the catalog rules.
2. Other institutions which intend to publish their catalogs are ur~
gdd to enter into agreement with the rule^ in anticipation of the
stereotyping under the direction of the Smithsonian institution.
5. The Smithsonian institution bears the extra expense of stereotyf*-
ing either in whole or in part as agreed.
4. The stereotyped titles remain in possession of the Smithsonian
institution.
5. Every libraiy which enters into this plan has the right to use at
its option all these titles in the office of the Smithsonian in-
stitution for the ppanting of its own catalog. It pays for only
th.e collection of the pages,printingand distribution of the titles*
6. The Smithsonian institution will publish as soon as possible a
general list of all cooperating libraries v/hich it has added dur-
ing a stated interval.
So much for Jewett's plan which displays an unmistakable trend of
good fellowship. I regret not to be able to dwell longer on partic-
ular points ;how convincingly he fights for the alphabetical arran-
gement of the central catalog; how clearly he demonstrates the
advantages of his proposition for the establishment of a national
bibliography which every five years could be reprinted with desir-
able completeness. But enough has been said to make intelligible
the surprise expressed in the preface why this plan placed so en-
ticingly before the world, has not experienced a single serious
trial of its worth, and that in a land which is not lacliing in the
necessary preliminary condition, i.e. a large number of ricUly
endorsed librarie s
.
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In an article by Oliarles A. Cutter the view is expressed that Jewett ' s
plan-often nontioned since in terras of regret and longing-failed
because of the lack, of a sufficiently strong national organization
Moreover the nuriber of libraries has b'^en too siaallt their power too
limit edf the desire for good catalogs not strong enough. This i.iay be.
But meanwhile the situation of things hay changed fundamentally,
Teday there is no country in which the ground for cooperative work
is more excellently prepared in a quiet manner in the realra of libr-
ary administration than America. Also there is no lack ©f r.en wh»
with a complete understanding of the boundless range of this plan
keep its memory alive and perceive the best means for carrying it
out, in order at last to make an end of the coiiiplaint heard inceLs-
antly concerning the everlasting repetition of one and the same work.
In spite of all, this fruitful field still lies uncultivated.
However if now a new outlook presents itself for carrying out the
P'-.rpose ef Jewett 's plan, as to all appearances is th;^* case, certain
libraries are not to be thanked but a wonderful technical discovery.
When in the year 1853 the Boston public library moved into its new
building Jewett was chosen as its superintendent and remained inthis
position until his? death in the beginning on the year 1868. And now
again in the spring of 1895 the library ^ having increased meanwhile
to over 600,000 volumes has moved into new quarters, and at the same
tine it begins, the verj' institution to which Je\vett devoted ten
years of his life, the realization of his plan. But the form and ex-
tent of the plan are changed and Jewett':? name is not even mentioned,
As we have seen, the considerable increase in exi^ense with the stere-
otype plays a considerable role in its plan.
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?oday it is far cheaper t© carry even a single line written by hand
in the form 9f a stere»typed» faultless copy than simply to set it
up according t© the rnetiiods used formerl3^. The combined setting up
and printing machine, the linotype, which makes this wonder posisible
is the discovery of Merganthaler,a watcli ^aaker from German Switzer-
land, living in Arnerica.lt has been in operation only ten years but
however is already in a fair way^ at least in America, to displace
hertid type setting everywhere newspaper or similar printing is
concerned. The touch of a key on a board permits the matrix of the
desired letter to slide into a collecting furrow which takes the
place of the justifier in the hand of the typesetter. Matrix ranks
next to matrix; also here as with a typtfi^tliter a bell signal calls
attention to the approaching end of the line.77hat is still more inv-
portant,thG seperation of lines, their casting in stereotype metal,
the distribution of matrices ^all this the machine itself does with
meohclnical exactness,without compelling the typesetter even for a
moment to interrupt his work. The costly provision for caeting
writing will be made superflous by the machine ;th<D distributing is
no more the time-robbing labor snd source of fearful mistakes; the
employee can increase hcks work to at least six tiines that of the
old hand coiiiposit ion and the lines can be tutored at will, or after
their use be cast again into the crucible. The great significance
of this discovery was recognized from the beginning for the period-
ical issue of a growing catalog and there was an endf^avor to make
a practical use of it at an early date.Stillit is reserved for the
board of directors of the Boston public library to turn it into
account in its complete scope and on a large scale.
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Pronising economy and greater advanta^^es at the same time, the baard
decided upon the purchase af a single machine and the installation
•f the necessary conipo.sitor in ^rder to have the work begin sinul-
taneously nith the inauguration of the administration in the new
building, whose final aim is the catalog of the librarjr printed in a
stately row of volumes. The activity of the machine would be of
value next in the ]iew accessions, After the printing of the catalog
cards the types should no't b» melted but be stored in alphabetical
arrangement , so thiat every one or two years without further exi^ense
the publishing of a complete list of accessions can be made.
At the same time however, the work of the linotype will be extended
on the old voltimes gradually'' working backwards until after a number
of years the day will be reached when the last title is stereotyped
and the printing of the co^mplete catalog of the entire library can
begin.
Jewett has nbt lived to see thds discovery , but this is what has led
to the translations of his dreatn into a reality, if Anly within
modest bounds,
TiThether on that account it should be connected tith his name or not
is unimportant.
Still his interest has had its own value in the matter.
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2.1taly-£nric9 Narducci.
I'Eni'ico Narduocifthe librarian of the Alexandrian in Rome ,":ic» died
in 1873 » displayed the greatest tenacity in the defense of idea.
He is marover the only one who again a] c a£,ain in aesiduous work
ought to place "beyond the possibility of a doubt the practicability
of his plan and the advantage?^ of its undertaking by moans of ex-
periments conducted 4n a larg"e scale along the prescribed plan.
No fewer than three attempts at different periods of hie life are
specified in his case,ea<3ai one displaying increasing enthusiasm
and energy, but each one also,-and this is a significant feature-
directed toward a different goal, in the year 1867,he derpanded the
establishment of a central catalog of printed books of all the
public libraries in Italy. (-there are about three hundred- )or at
least that portion of their collection whish was composed of
Italian authors or of works, which had reference to the father land.
T!he impossibility of the work without the cooperation of the govern-
ment authorities was greatly emphasized; this cooperation however
was not directly involved in consideration of the unfavorable
political situation as subsequently when the propositions were
submitted to the minister of public instruction.
At the beginning of the year 1876 all thirty two government Italian
libraries had comrnon rules fot the preperation of indexc .
Starting from these "Regolaiaento organic o delle Bibliot^eche gover-
native^Narducci now recon: ended the alphabetical central catalog
of the manuscripts as well as printed material of these 32 collec-
tions. All that they owned of Boccaccio's nfinuscripts and editions
he exhibits in a sixteen column index in support of his undertaking^
Again a nuraber of years Pass by without effecting the fulf ii-' raent
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<*f his desire ^-yj even facilitating its introduction, but also with(Jut
shaking his canfideiice.He had been inrormed that his instance of
Boccaccio proved nothing, that the compilation of a single article
does net mean rnuch;that an entire alphabet would be somewhat differ-
ent. The absurdity of th^is object ion,which wholly overlooks the fact
that the catalog itself is coinposed of single articles, has been most
clearly demonstrated since he has succeeded in collecting the first
actual part of his catalog. But this limitation to thirty two collect-
ions is now given up;his literary life work is henceforth the alpha-
betical central catalog of the printed books in all Italian libraries
and in October ,I88l,thf; request was issued to no fewer than 408
library boards of directors to send in to hira on cards of a stated
size, a list of all their books whose titles would be arranged under
a-ab.The desired raatenal for the task eame in from 127 of the
administrations to v/hom he had applied»was revi8ed»and in 1883 an
extensive piece of work was handed over to the ministry with all
kinds of indexes and recently recormr.ended catalog fixtures. Here as
always we are especially int^^rested in the organization of the work
which had found a somewhat exhaustive presentation only in the plan
of 1876. The minister of public instructions orders each library to
present a sample card; they a--?o exactly alike except that each one
|j
bears on the upper right corner another symbol Jaameljj that of the
library concerned;
I. for the Bologna university librarTr,2. for the Cagliara and so forth
up to 32 for the Marciani in Venice. Each librarian has to provide
himself with a nuiiber of cards corresponding to the works of taiis
library which in all respects resemble the received card » and the work
can begin. The number of the title cards sent m to the minister every
month by the individual libraries must not be the saiae.
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Or the siiiall collections would be ready very soon, while the largest
and most valuable would "ba delayed and thus could not keep i^aoe
with the simultaneous combination of the different catalogs at a
central place. Each library will therefore send in laonthly as many
cards as are necessary for the indexing of one per cent of its
possessions* 80 that everwhero after 100 months the work as far as
the libraries are concerhedtwill be finished. At the central office-
for this^one industrious, active and experienced bibliographer is
sufficient- it will be the business to carry forward the work to its
completion. At the close Narducci, also an this respect without predec-
essors or followers, enters into a detailed account of the cost which
he introduces with these charming not very translatable words^Qiiite
different is fhn condition of affairs here; it is a question not
alone of a merttorious work, but also of a profitable business.
The catalog of the manuscripts will demand 3 quarto volumes for
every 100 sheets and that of the printed books can scarcely exceed
7 volumes of like size. The work .of printinr; can be distributed
through ten years so that annually only the expense for the prepera-
tion •f one such volume in 3000 copies will be levied (i,e,24800"t )
Certainly the I34I institutes whi<^ tiue year book of trie minister
of instruction shows, at the instigation of their superior officers
will hasten to possess this work at the modest price of 30 '^v per
volume ;th.e remaining 1659 copies will be disposed of probably to the
many libraries and private persons whose requests will come in from
all parts of Europe. This gives a t^tal receipt of 9000 1^ for each
volume which represents an outlay of 24,800 pounds. this estimate of
I
the expense is reported only because of the argumentative value of
figures, and lie thus rids himself of the suspicions of the over-
^^ight of his imagination in the plan.
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In order however to prove on what thin ice the critic moves » I note
the view at Guiseppe Ottino,a speciilist and connoiseeur of Italian
libraries, that in place of 7 volumes, as Narducci estimates not even
70 will be sufficient for the central catalog of printed books which
he rejects in toto as altogether useless and impossible; while the
venerable experienced Julius PetzholcH will not credit the possibil-
ity of the undertaking but still calls the plan "very ingenious
and magnificent".
Narducci himself maintains that his proposition of 1876 had teeen
almost put into execution, if only the ©pinion held by the minister
had not been adverse and thus relegated his plan to the reailivj of
dresjns.It is a pity that none of these objections has been made
public. Perhaps thereby we might have been able to learn more for
our purpose than from Ottino and Petzholdt who gave no attention to
the practical side of the plan. An aniinymous writer in the central-
blatt fiir Bibliothekswesen says the sai;© and he gives expression to
the prevalent idea in regard to Narducci 's last work stating his
doubt as to the practicability as well as the need of the task and
finally warns the librarian of the Alessandria of the rational an-
tipathy of his famous country laan, Anthony Pai\izzi,t© the printing
of the British ii^useum catalog. No one of the three has found the
fundamental mistake of the plan; the strange lao'K in Vne organization
of the work. 48 to the accomplishment of the entire >^ork to the very
end of the printing, the chief burden will fall upon the individual
libraries since it wou.^d mean for them^not the laere transcribing of
already prepared copies of cards but an entirely new undertaking.
Let us hold fast to this b^: :-ef and let us hunt out from one of the
last two catalog attempts or Narducci a title behind which the
I
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Bignatures of twenty or mnTo libraries stand and concti-uci for our-
selves an origin for it; we see twenty people in as many different
places bending their i-ainstaXing industry to the same work; we see
the 20 cc.rds going to the main office and we see here finally tlie
officials^ after laborious confirmation of their identity^assign the
uyinbol for the nineteen cards to the twentieth and send this one
alone to the printer. This is assuredly a convincing exar.ple of the
waste of energy, which would result from Narducci'e organization.
This lack might be understood if his enthusiasm had not exceeded
the theorizing ;"Dut that the practice had not opened his eyes-the
available way for overcoming these difficulties might have been
self evident-is and will remain incomprehensible.
iI
i
I
i
I
I
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France-J . B . Hebert
.
For his last plan of 188". Harducci h^is prefaced as a motto the say-
ing of Benjamin Conslant, »Le trioriiJhti des ideee utiles nest janiais
qu'une question de date." It is perhaps no mere accident that w©
read the same words on the title page of a "book,which long before
It^was to carry into wider circle^^ the plan of the centra catalog;
it is this essay of J.B.Heberts' on the formation of a"catRlo^jLe
general des livres et raamuscripts ©xistant en France."
fhat the former Doyen des Notaires of Rouen desires and atteinpte
to maLe 41ear in a very comprehensive exposition, so far surpasses
indeed o^'or ain th9.t tnere remains only the £;eneral fundamental
plan as a common point of contact. A short exposition of his plan
seems nevertheless necessary'".
The Bibliotheque Natiensle is the main office which ^as to collect
its own supplies from the supplemental supplies of otherlibraries
For every individual work which the library p«ssesses_different
editions of the same book are kept top;ether-a "bulletin is printed,
also a large sheet, and sent to all state and city libraries in
France. These mark their own possessions by the addition of their
signature, give a careful description of the books which they have
found in their catalogs over and above those in the National©, and
send the bulletins back again, The management in Paris knows now
all examples existing in France and copies Af the works under con-
sideration and concerns itseSf with the entering of the titles, iA»
its individualization hy a combination of numbers which makes
impossible any confusQion of it with any other in the world, The
catalog whose establishment is de^.^nded should present many claims.
It should not only guarantee the si^esdy discovery of the desired
book, if the seeker knows the author'^s name or the subject treated;
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"but also to hin who knows nothing more than a portion of the title
it must pio^e itself an infallible fluide to impart pronpt inforriia-
tion concerning pioper narnee appearing in the title as well ae the
life and works*of the author. For eight or ten times ©very title will
be repeated on flifferently registered cards, which then form the
basis for the sej^arate portions of the aatalog to be printed later.
This system of entry which has also a practical -md scientific side^
i^.jShows an irnnovable place fer the book not only i lechanically
according to the wordc of the title, but also scientifically accord-
ing to the contents thro significant nu3abers,is considered as a
whole aa intricate that its production-already remote in itself to
our mterect-would delay us unduly. It is sufficient still from the
closing chapter to state tiiat on the b sis of acceptance, Prance
possesses 4:t000,000 prints and manuscripts, the number of the necess-
ary catalog volumes is estimated at I 000 volumes of 400 pages each^
the cost 20t000 tOOQ francs and the time for the work 20 years.
In the introduction of his book (p. 14) the author asks perroission
to be allowed to wish himself success in his plan.
Did he himself believe in its realization?
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Austria-Karl Zelbr.
The most recent proposal f^r the centralization of all the collected
libraries of a cou-.try thro the constmet ion of a cooperative cata-
log comes from the Austrian librarian zelbT at Brunn.His plan is
above all here considered the in#»8t conservative; he erapliasiJios the
standpoint of utility alone and j^roceeds thus limited to the necess-
ity even to its most extreia© limit ;but this too has been passed over
without debate for the order of the day.Zelbr recommends an'»alpha-
betical general catalog pf the books of all public libraries in
Austria printed since 1800; the literature of the earlier centurieB
he says»has only historical value now; their really epoch making
bocrks are made accessible long since by reprints and collootions.
Certainly this catalog itself would suffice for nine tenths of the
practical need. But ome. Yt\^vi^ indeed suppose that the reasons asserted
by hin have influenced the author to this close limitation less than
the idea by whose means the prospects of his plan could be improved.
Therefore one should remonstrate with him concerning it as little
as concerning the advantage of his energetic abridg^nent.
Thoroughly inexplicable it seems why he proceeds with the establish-
ment of the manuscript catalog not from the collection of one of the
two large libraries of Vienna but from a book catalog-he suggests
Heinsius or Kayser-which he "nas copied on cards by the aid of ten
reliable and intelligent assistanto who have made themselves famil-
iar with his system of abridgment . Of course in this way it is cer-
tain that the workmen will proceed more easily and quickly than if
th.ey must seek ont the copied title from the possessions of the
library, not only the literature of the nineteenth cantury*
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But what will this small advantage be in comparison with the far
greater one which the publication of tho index of the most exteiv-
sive collections offers, that at the sarne time with the copy the
note of location will b« obtained,which will save the largest lib-
rary such time wasting cornparisonTSoraewhat different w.ill be the
case if the devised catalog should be limited to German books since
1300 and if on the other hand there should be a trade catalog which
would represent even this literatm-e completely. Then he outc:>me
fro:.! this source would have the great merit of providing all the
material under consideration for the general catalog; then there
would be only the titles copied from the^ catalogs of the separate
libraries, to note the existance of the books in question, finally
t# remove the superfluous cards, and the Jiianuscript would be ready.
But neither ene #f the two conditions is under consideration.
Zelbr estimates the German volwies not catalogued in the trade
catalogs and the foreign literature at approximately 30^ of the
number of books of all the libraries. f^upplements are then necessary
and these will be furnished only by comparing all the catalogs of
the individual libraries-a chronological arrangement is not to be
found in any-with the index copied on cards from the trade catalog.
But if indeed the bibliography would offer as a fact as many advan-
tages as it has in reality disadvantages, then by means of the recog-
nized method of cutting and clipping-2 examples may be had with
ease-for one tenth the money and in a much shorter time e. more
trustworthy material would be acquired than by means of aopyists.
Finally there would still be time enough for the changing and abrid
-gment during the arrangement of the cards and _the printing.

the in©st essential portion 9f the work i^o.tho conparieon and
noting of collections, Zelbr does not devote in ray ©pinion the desire-
able attention. The cards arranged alphabetically would be perforated
•n the edge and set in a case in the order of the books and sent to
th« several libraries and to the largest, the university library at
Vienna»first.Each ©f the libraries notes by a mark en the lines on
the lower edge whether it possesses the work in question or not.
For the ^ndex of the books, wliich are not oonilained in the card cat-
alog thase cepyists will again be employed who have proven thenv-
selves the most reliable in this arrangement ; these suppt^ments will
be inserted in thl alphabetical catalog of every library after its
completion. That is 5ill^whethfer the: card catalog- will be delivered
in part or in whole, whether they will compare collect ionfrj puccef?8ivf>-
ly or simultaineously , is not statedjjust as little an attenipt is
made to estimate the extent of the work to be accomplished and the
time necessary for it.
"'o all appearances however the author of the neiaoranduiiis-and this
deserves to be emphasized-has the only exact method of comparison
to my mind, whose merits tower above all other methods of work
previously presented since by means of this, each individual library
is put in a position to avail itself of the work of its predecess-
ors to the best advantage for itself.
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S.Gernan^r.
CllKarl Ed.F»rstemann and Heinrich Von Treitschke.
iyith U8 it is the custoin to trace back the movement for the centra-
lization of OUT- library catalogs to the article ef Heinrich Von Tre-
itschke's co}icfirninc the Imperial library in the Prussian year book
end to speak ill of it. A certain juetificatien for thie lies in the
fact that every article has taken up again the long forgotten ques-
tion -and indeed without any conscious renewal-and has brought it
again to light. But the application of the very old idea is in
one land very much older. As early as 1842 we find in three volumes
of the Serapeum the demand advocated rith great zeal,"to make
amends for the lack of a Prussian central national library by the
establishment of an alphabetical general author catalog.
The important work and one still to be reconuaended today whose
chapters are concerned with our object, bears the title "Einige Pra-
ktischc Bemerkungen und '^funsche ubor die offentlichen Bibliothekeri
in PruB8en"it is not signed but the authorship of Karl Ed. Forste-
mann librarian at Halle who died 1847 is safely ostablished.Ho
8yppt>l?ted his demand as did Treitschke by reference to the central-
ization of the French literarj' treasures in the Paris national
library. Both had in mind the same kind of a plan; and both passed
?ver the difficulty of the work with equal ease. But while Treitsch-
ke sees his goal reached if saving our scholars an incredible nass
Of useless copying, if first of all the large provincial libraries
of Prussia would place duplicates of their catalogs in the Berlin
collection-the other large German libraries for their own interest
would follow in the footsteps soon and gladly-Forstfe^iann^ as a prac-
tical librarian ^naturally takes a step in advance and asks for the
assigning of all these duplicates s^nt in forthwith to a cona/assion
1I
formed c»inpetent nen whose duty it would be to make at once from
all this an alphabetical general author catalog of all the public
libraries of the state. He shows further by a couple examples how
this catalog may be arranged, how much the titles raust be reduced
and so forth. Even its cor.tinuation he has at heart ;to make this
possible all cooperating administrations are to send m yearly an
|j
alphabetical index of their new acoessions.We see that Treitsohke's
scheme was not in itself surprisingly new. His undisputed merit is
above all by the power of his personality^ to have incited a new
fruitful opening of the subject which since then has been kept in
mind by many heads and finally has led to the plan by which we have
preeeeded. The weakness of the practical side of his proposition is
so evident that silonco or the part of the profession, however stron^^-
ly they might be impressed with the excellence, would be very strange.
In fact the opposition was not long delayed and to two almost simul-
taneous specimens of it we are indebted for two plans, in atrangeiuent
and metlLod reeemblinc each other scarcely nore than the one which
they attacked in common.
I
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a) Karl Dziatzko.
Dziatzko begins by testing the practicability 9t Treitschke's
pr#p*Bition and arrives ^in spite c»f all sympathy for the thing itself
at the 0nly possible c0nclussian"that the amount of work bestowed
upon the mechanical copying would be enormous » the cost excessive,
the advantages very dm^btful, standing in no proportion to the
extent of* the work o "But however that may be, that the coiniaendable
idea,Dzlatzko further adds, may be realized in ttther ways, led to a
truly national undertaking, namely the establishment of a ''Printod
olaset catalog of all the public libraries of Germany "Ai'ter the
title of every book would follow the si^riature of the library which
possesses it, a simple mark would be sufficient for the books which
mqr be found in all the collections or selected groups. Thus the
scholars not only in Berlin alone, to which TreitscKke's wish was
li:.;ited,but in other parts of the world could ascertain easily and
definitely what was to be found in German libraries,
A number of inestimable advantages however would accrue t(?> the
adinist rat ions themselves in this manner^ entirely apart from the
saving of space connected with the empl^ment of printed titles.
Thfjr' couldj as far as need be, construct an admirable supplementary
catalog by me-^.ns of cutting and clipping copies printed on one side;
the written work left would be limited to the addition of the
signatures. A ainple arrangement of the title slips relating to the
ir.dividual libraries, and in the same comparatively easy way a new
alphabetical catalog could bo made. By no r.ieans an insignificant
rain would it be for office and usej? also if under the influence
of the same catalog, the subject arrangement of the librarief?, in
the lapse of time would be made similar.
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Finally it raight be expected that the expenses of the plaiied central
catalog would be covered by its sal«,Ln whole or in part, all of
which in consequence of the subject a Tangenent would possess a
definite
J
independent value, even th» this were not great. Tho aiithor
is 80 brief concerning the manner of procedure for the execution
Of his plan that none of it can be passed over here. If as is raost
reasonable , the iriperial library at Berlin becomes the center of
th^is v7ork,th«n it must be according to a fixod plan of cooperation
tWe. separale part?, rnu^t. \ae p^'s^ed \t\ un'\0T\
as detailed as po siblo,for with those libraries whose store of
books A.ir\ these subj©cts^>resiiinably^ is especially rich. After a pre-
liminary collection of the titles is obtained and their arrangeiaent
completed, they will be printed in rather srtiall quantities and de-
livered in eollecteti slips to the library adirdnistrat ions cono«Rned.
They keep an accurate list of th«ir own possessions, gather supple-
ments and on the \jasis of all this material, the conclusion of the
work and the printing follows little by little. The progress of the
library catalog will be secured by the regular printing of supple-
ments on the same basis until the remodelling, this time a much
siiripler affair) and the reprint of various portions of the central
catalog will seen necessary and practicablo.I will not enter into
the difficulties of the undertaking, because the more one enters
into details the more i\s he submerged by them. Ifreally successful
in coming to an agreement on a system, at the present time it would
still be aJ.^pst impossible to inspire with the 8ar:.e spirit of joy-
ful, sacrificial energy 35 libraries, which are placed under so many
independent jurisdictions without finall3'^ sooner or later^ coming
to a stand still. The method of work I iiay also leave untouched and
at once come to the vital point.
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It 8ee:as to me that the attain lent of the aim in the way here
sketched is inp»esibl«. In my ©pinidn he has overlooked the fact that
the necessary hypothesis of a successful agreement iS' the identical
arrangement of the material to be ooiiipared. There is more than one
library' having no systematic catalog and among them scarcely two
which have accepted and employed the same system in all details,
Te take only one example. In the Berlin iaperial library the arrange-
ment of the modern German literature is arranged according to a
close subject classification; in the Berlin university library
according to chr3nology ; in Halle according to the alphabet.lt is
not evident how these three libraries even could carry An the com-
parison of their collections to a creative issue without losing
whole years in the process. The Konigsberg library which has systeiiv
'^ + ^ically indexed its riches in old theological literature as litt^
as it has the greater part ^ ' '"^ of its more r^J^^i^al collection
could scarcely do otherwise than regretfully return the slips in
question as they come in. If one still maintains at the present day
that no library exists without an alphabetical catalog, then of
necessity one must be led to this conclusion; far the establishment
of th.e central subject catalog the central alphabetical catalog is
th.e indespensible preparation. But the proposed organization of the
work is also unacceptable. ivho ever follows step by step such a
division of a catalog till the end ef printing will scarcely be
able to shut his eyes to this faot.vmen the 50 slips are returned*
each one accompanied by a smaller or larger number of added cards
then it rests with the main office finally to enter on the thirtietl^
. slip from th other 29 tlie results of comparison noted in the
different libraries together with the individual titles.
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Then th« supplementary cards ^te "be arranged^ in ceniiectii»n witli
whicii it will turn •ut that by far the raajority 9f the new titles
are entered in twa er raere duplicates, for every library has rep^rt^
ed its surplus independently. The netes ef the werks in enes poss-
ession mst still be compiled with the aid of a model-the super-
seded copies of the titles,whose production has cost time and money
go into the papor basket before the printing press can again go
into operation. Then the setting of many days standing will be
brought out; no title is complete, because it lacks the sign of the
library. Moreover none can remain in olace^ for new reinforcements
are inserted. Now for a second tine, galley proof , corrected »h«et and
printing and the section is ready. It is clear that one would dare
resolve upon the aceeptance of this organization, which has such
small consideration
-fttr eccQ^«*ray of time and raonoy,only if it
furnishos any lethod especially of reducing labor and expense or if
it excelled the other methods of work in reaching the goal more
speedilyNeither is the case. The pret)sration of superfluous copies
of the titles, whichi is a time robbing work, night be avoided if they
would 8end»nat 30 slips to the different libraries, but a single one
on a circuit thrt all institutions so that it would cone back as a
prepared portion of the entire catalog, The progress of the work
Y\0't
would be delayed in any way thereby as might appear at first glance
for its speed depends entirely upon how much raaterial for the main
catalog oonoa into the main office daily. The extent of th.is would
be the same in one place as in another, for one naturally ,without
waiting for th» return of the first portion jday after day would
send a new one, so that the continuity of the work would remain
secure in single institutions.
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The »nly difference w^uld be that hore the first division of the
raain oataleg and aleo the wh<»le work would be concluded a couple
of weeks later ^to which no one would attach jreat importance. However
tliiis change of organization still would bring no simplification of
printing. For the insertion of notes of possession and all new
titles* there would be the very expressive need of having hundreds
of pa&es set up. Still there is a way to become master of the sit-
uation completely.it would be the proper thing, if it were a question
solely of the realization of Treitschke's plan.
However it is at the same tine the only one left ,with the ever
widening scope of tiie task, -since they place on the one side^the
central catalog multiplied in a limited nuiaber of examples ^and on
the other hand, the printed catalog,to be consulted everywhere with
equal ease^Not slips, but manuscrpit title cards may be made the
basis of comparison and the printing would not be promised before
the manusorlipt ^ at least of that portion under considerat ion ^of the
whole catalog could be completely issued.
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C 3 )Karl Koohendirffer.
The second man to t?ke up Treitschke's plan to aeek to show another
A.
more adva.ntageous way to the coal,was Kochondbrffer,at the time
assistant in the public library at Oassel.lts solution was very pro-
bably suggest od to hin by the neighboring model of the Murhard city
library , whose director Uhvui^Orra, pba+ a year before had been the first
in Germany to introduce printed cards. Kochendorffer (1834) thinks
that all German libraries are applying themselves zealously to the
revisions of the catalog. If we could now make up our minds to givo
up once for all the old custom of writing with all its inconveniea-
ce»and take up the iim<>vat ion, much more advantageous for the _
individual institute ^of printing the catalog cards »t::en there would
be at once the collective catalog of all books existing in Germany
whose natural center would be the imperial library at Berlin.
Every library would have sent in to Berlin a stated nuiuber of these
printed cards with their signatures.lt would be the chief tasi'. of
the commission appointed for this purpose to care for the uniformity
of the entry as well as the wording of the title and the combination
Of the whole consignment into a single alphabet would follow. In the
future he thinks every scholar Tvill turn to the central office in
order tp hasre his wishes filfilled without trouble. If Kochcndorffer
would instruct each library'- to send to the main office title cards
in manuscript and to share with the latter the task of superintend-
ing XtL9 printing and placing: at the disposal of each individual
adi linistration the printed cards in the necessary number, tlien this
methed, contrary to the one really recommenaed with veiy small coll-
ections, sh«ws that every book exists in Germany on an average of
only twice, a reduction by half of the enormous cest of printing
levied by all the libraries together, not to mention the saving of
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w^rk.The •bjecti»n raised against Narducci's plan 9f work is still
valid against thie plan als#.It is sufficient to r«f«r to it.
Thus far theor^Tiioal plans. For oomprahcnsiv* conclusions as to what
is to bo learned from thoin in regard to the negative as well as the
po^Ltive sides for the Prussian ceeperatixje catalog, a better place
id 11 be found later.
Appendix.
Inforraation in regard to further plans.
a
For the use and advantage of those who feel deeper
A
Interest in the theory of the central catalog h^re follows with
brief reference to their sources, a syraposiuiQ of all other plans
as far as they have been presented unso'ug.ht in the course of the
work. Here as forraerly will be left out of consideration, those plans^
whose aim is the record of a literature linited as far as contents
are concerned to tine or place.
I
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I.
Th« universal catal«s and universal bibliography.
(1) Mai-tin sohrettinger , in hie attempt at a complot* t«xt b«»k in
library soianoe which appeared 1808-29 has given expres&ior t»
the idea ef the werld^ in many places in c<?nfused and oontradic-
tery terms. In the three parts published in I8I0,he wishes far
the time when^a cempany »f e3cperienoed and active librarians
might unite for the censtruction ef a cemmon reperterium «f all
litorature", In the clasing aumbers hewever which appeared in
1829, he advocates the establislment ef an alphabetical subject
cataleg ef all existing literature, by that he understands » an
index of content sfWe will enly stato the circumstance that
if the subject catalog 5f the Munich reyal and central library
is carried inte effect and the posses £=i©r ?f the whele library
appears in print, then all the other libraries will have nothing
more to do than bring out suppie-ments in order to make the
execution of the enormous idea possible, Thus the extension of
the undertaking is already conceived by the treatment of all
journals and collections of editions and finally of manuscripts.
(2) 1845. Louis P'elix Danzou, musician and librarian, arguing from the
advantages of the universal acceptance of on© scientific system,
pled for a central catalog of French libraries;, a pritri a
universal bibliography would shortly be established, containing
in subject arrangement all writings since the discovery of the
art of book printing. In order to have the central catalog of all
collections of France or of Europe itself, it is still only
necessary to tell where every work is to be found.
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( DarijoM )-Exp»s^ succinct d'un noiive&u systeme d'^rganisation des
"biblittheques publiques.Par un bitlieithecairci -M^ntpellier
1845. According Querard,La litteratiire francaise cer.tem-
p#raiiie ^'137 and Qu©rard,Superoheri«s devciEeee / ^
526 f .P(t th# conclusions the following criticism: On voit
par l«s idee 8 emises dans cet •puscul«fqu« son sutcnr est
etranger aux travaux de catal»gu«.
(5) I850.Charl«8 Dilke at the close of his notico of tho roport of
the oornriissionors appointed to inquire into the const Itu-
tion and roverniaent of the British Museum in tlie Atheneum^
II May ,1850,page 501 makes the foll?»?rin£ proposal;
A catalog is necessary which shows 118 ^Mot only what we
possess jbut al8# all that ro lack, and at the same time
tells where the b»i>ks we seek in vain are to be foundo
Panizzi was compelled to conclude the printinf of his
catalog as quickly as possible (the first and last volumes
appeared in I84I),but a number of assistants could collect
from other catalogs and bibliographies, all boc^ks printed in
British territory , which the British Ifuseuin did not possess.
Cooley's pEafljto stereotype the titles separately, would Make the
establishment of such a ccmplete index possible within a
few years. Tliic would be England's contribution to the uni-
versal catalog which, must be accomplished in this manner;
the most important governments of the world accompli shinf:
the same for their countries in the same manner. \7orthy of
note also is the advice to secure a greater permaneiice for
this catalog by limiting it, according to the varying needs
of students and readers, to the literature uic to 1838.
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( V0limo I •f Panizzi's catalegipublisheci. in I84I reaches thus fari,
but besides to take an inventory ef all newer publioatienfc.
Compare Prank Campbell , The theory of national and international
Bobliography (London 1896) page 171 I856.
(4) 1856. Andrea Crest adore ,without coriimit t ing himself as to details»
desires the universal catalog of all printed materials of the
world. There can be but little doubt that the whole civilized
world^rejoice to assist in the noble undertaking.^''
The index of th^e contents of one library »he agrees at the close
with the author of the above mentioned series of articles in the
At heneura,night have passed at that time when » Men8chen,durch
den sohmlen Bach getrejmrjt, Einander hassten-and yet might be
unworthy of an age gttd a people which have extended the hand of
fellowship to the whole world in the expesition of I85I.
( Crestadore ).-The art of making catalogs of libraries;or a method
to» obtain Vf\ a short time a most perfect , complete and satisfac-
tory f»T»inted catalogue of th.e British Museum Library, by a Header
therf^in -London I856 (pJ59-l—
)
(5) 1874. See Bonnanges 'plan in this treatise in chapter JDE, 3.
(6) Sir Henry Cole^who already in 1852, has submitted Dilke's plan
to tr^Q Society of Arts, steps forth in 1875 with his evrn plan,
Th» principal European states are to unite for the catalo^ng of
the works printed within their boundaries according to similar
rules. Every nation is to publiah^in stated oortions of tirio^a
certain nui^iber of these titles printed always on one side on the
same material and in the saiie form. Different shades of paper nay
be used in different lands; red in England, green in Franc e,bro-.7i'i
in Italy, blue in Germany and so forth. The publication would pro-
ceed
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chranolfgically;^!!® first periods w»uld bri'n^ the literature up to
1550, but then the p»rti»ns 9t tin© would becom* smaller all the tine
and finally bo limited to single years, The different lands would
exchar'f^e their titles and now everwhere one is in a position to
establish oatalocs of every description and scope by means of
cuttings and clippings.
Axon, The projected Univer«?al Catalog (Library Journal 1878.3:176.}
The privately printed sheet in which Sir Henry Cole made known his
plan, is not in the British Museum. The titxe according to Axan runs
thus (Sir Henry Cole ).-Specinen sheets of a proposed catalogue to
contain the title of eveiy b(?ok which has been printed from the
invention of printing. These titles will form the basis of a gr^neral
catalo/rue mjT the printed books of all nation8»being indispensible
to evory great library, both public and private as showing their
contents and deficiencies-London,printed by spettswoode & Co. 1875.
( 7 )-I875. Ernest 0. Thomas recoiinends the universal repertorium.
Nothing more definite can be made known, for the little monograph
which, was to» haue uade his plan known to a limited circle {j^Iotes of
a proposal to make a Universal Index to Literature Londen.Parden
& Sen Print • 1375) is nowhere to be found in the British Museum.
Petzheldt in his Alauer Anzeiger 1876. p. 369 compare also Garnet t.
The librar:/" 1893.5:93.
(8) 1876. Charles G.Hettinger submitted to his friends a provisional
plan for an index of all printed works. The undertaking was intend-
ed to interest members from various cultivated nations and the
members of the professional circle interested therein ( librarian[^
publishers » scholars and promoters of scientific enterprises)
and to be com leted by th-air co^^i-eration in work as well atj in
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expense. Existing "bibliegraphies --/hase titles ceuld be placed »n
separate cards and be alphabet ioill3'' arranged either by cepies er
by : loans of cuttings and clippings i'oxrrx the point of de parture,
When this purely mechanical work is disposed of , then the editorial
management necessary for the attainiaent of uniformity would follow
immediately at the central place by neans of bibliography orfioos
foundedoThe authorized work of correspondence could be carried on
at the sane time in different public and private libraries whose
task it would "be^to notify the central office of such works as are
•mitted er entered incerrectly in the bibliographies.From all
possible seurceSjif need be by direct questions* inaccuracies will
be corrected ;rjaraes supplied', biographical data^ date and place of
birth and date of death be added and so forth. Finally in the case
of every title it will be specified by a large and small Roman
capital* to what field of kno?aodge and to which if its subdivision
the wtrk in question belongs* in order to prepare the systematic
index of all printed works which shall be issued after the comple-
tion of the alphabetical index. The establishment and printing of
the alphabetical index in 7000 copies -the number of the works to
be considered is estimated at 3, 000, 000-will demand ten years and
cost 1,845,000 M.
.The signed monograph from v/hich the precedir.g information was
obtained numberfc only 8 pages, but enters into all particulars and
even includes the formation of a fund as capital for life l*ng
pensions for the assistants in the work.
Hettinger.-Ein Vergeichrviss Aller-Diii^ckwerke. Vo^rschlag. Strasburg.
i.e. 7 October 1876. Coinpare Peltzholdt in his Neuer Anzaiger 1876.
p. 369-71.
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a
(9) I877.B. Gadwallader preaches library cooperation in all things,
A
To do thia successfully a central bureau niuet be established as
head quarters. The library or Congress is the best for this
purpose. Its chief task should be the universal catalog. According
to a system accented by all cooperating libraries a classifica-
tion number would be assigned to every book and thii| worK pub-
lished in ofricial conraunicat ions. Appeal to a special tribunal
would be provided for cases of doubt. Every library ^ouid refer
to this board for additional clast^ifioation those of their books
whidi are not found in the bulletin of headquarters.
\yhen the books are so classified^ the printing of the universal
catalog could begin, which could best keep the form of a diction-
ary catalog with authors, titles and subjects in one alphabet.
According to this conclusion, every library could nark its
possession by a suitable sign and thus have their own catalog
with the vmiv'ersal catalog
.
Annual supplPraents could be issued,
until a reprint would be deemed advisable and so on.
a
( CJadwallader ) , A national Library Systei.i,with a universal catalograe
^
(Library Journal 1876-77.1:369-71)
(10) I378.i'/"iliian F. A. Axon in opposition to E. P. Taylor, the author of
the article on bibliography in the Encyclopaedia Britannica. The
idea is now wholly chimerical , since the number of books surpasse
all hu.aian calculations, appealing to the intelligent specialist,
H.G.Bohn,who regards tlie completion of the universal bibliogra-
phy within a few years as possible, demanded the international
cooperation for the establ Lshment of an index of all books
printed before 1600. This would prove so useful that its further
the
extension into present work would be justified.

Axon. The projected Universal Catalogue (Library Journal 1373-
3;l75-77.
)
( ir ). 1878. Benedetto Salvatore Mondino reoonr.iended a Universal card
catalog witii the printed voiuraes of all public libraries
prooe ding like Garnett from the printed catalog of the British
Museum (at that time just planned). The necet;sary complements
would be a cooperati\;e catalog of all manuscripts.
Mondino, -Breve relazione dei prirao Congressc> internazionale del
Bibliotecari tenuto in Kmdra in Ottobre 1877. -Palermo I37c?(p,.;
25-29).
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2,
The central catalogs of the libraries of individual countiies.
I. -England.
1854. Lord Seymour presented to the House of Comnone the desirability
of all public libraries i.-i the country aniting in the establishment
of a cooperative catalog.
Orestadoro.-The art of making catalogues of libraries. London J 356,
(p. 59)
2. Italy.
(a). l'5'TS*,,' Twice m the course of the year T872 Ernanuele Rocco advoca-
ted a subject catalog of all manuscripts and printed works in the
public libraries of Italy.
Rocco-Alcuni progretti letterari't . Discofso ietto ed approvato il \
febbraio 1873 ne£ta sezione delle Lettere dall' assoc ti^jEione
nazionale Italiana di scienztat'l letterati ed artistirrNapoli CO-
I873.jP,;5-3.
Rocca,Dei catalog^hi alfabeticv delle bibtioteche (ll. GalVlei^quadrr.
no vii^mag^io 1372). Nach Narduci J3ell' uso e della utilita di un
catalo^o delle biblioteche d' Italia Roma 1333 p. VI.
Cld-I331, Domenico Gnoli^ director of the Vittorio Ernanuele library at
Home recommended the establislinent of a central catalog of all
the printed voliu.ies in Italian libraries.
Gnoli^Ur\ sogno (II Panful -a I88I No. 29)According to Nardiuccl,
Dell'' upo etc.p VII.
I
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3-France.
a. 1 791. The oldest plan for a central catalo£: on a larfee scale is that
of the French government in l79I.The overthrow of the Conriunantes
religieuses had brought into the poseeesion of the state an enormous
e
unknown quantity of books. It was desirable to found therwith large
public libraries for the welfare of the peojble.But in order to
arrange the treasures it was necessary first of all to make their
acquaintance. Three members of both committees WLhich had formed the
constituent assembly for the administration of church properties
^
(Comite eccle'stastique and Comite dL' alienation des biens nationaux)
met tO'feether 16 of October 1790 to avoid the issue of contradictory
measures. Their first business consisted in ap^^lying to a nui^iber of
scholars for support in their labors. This was the origin of the
volunteer coiiiaisfion which sat in the Palais des Quatre Nations and
^ • and
reoeiv>ed its naine froii this place. It wa.s dividfi. into sections Merci-A
er de Saint-Leger ^ Ameilhon, De Sure and Dom Poirtet* very prominent
eioperts were especially asked to prepare the solution of bibliogra--
phic problems. TI'^ 24th., of March^ieth. ,of May^and the 8th. , of Jnlt^
1791^ the Comite;^Teunis in cooperation with the Comite des Qua'tre Na-
tions issued detailed instructions to all district magistrates to
index according to stated ruleu the manuscripts and books in their
possession and send their indexes to Paris. But this v/as to make pos^?
sible not only the accurate selection and distribution of books, but
also to serve for the formation of a general catalog of all French
libraries,which could tell the resident as well as foreign scholars
where he could find a book or manuscript belonging to th.is state.
TKe Co-m\i'e'^_reu-aii broke up at the same time ^Soth. ,of September Vl^\
as the constituent asse.ibly without having seen any results of their
" efforts worth mentioning.
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The lec Lslative assembly took up the work of the constituent assenbJUj
but by decree of 3-4 January I792^co!iinanded the work of cataloguing
to proceed without delay and placed all expenses incurred thereby
for the acco:nplishr!ient of the work upon the state treasury. But this
was just as powerless to break the indifference and passive
©position of focal authorities as the natioiial asseinbly .which anew
inculcated the instructions for 1790-91 through the commission tem-
porarie des 8T:»t8,37th. ,of January 1794. The largest plan presented^
for whose advanoe^ment the state pledged its influence and means
of assistance , fell a sacrifice to the restlessness of the tine.
Labiche, J.B J^otice sur les depots literaires la revolutioribib-
liographique de la fin du dernier side. -Paris 1830 .p. 5-14. )
A
b.I839»In artoie 37 of the Ordonnance organiquedes bibliotheques
publiques, published the '^SPeb. 1839^, all libraries which received
tkeir acquisitions from the ministerial book subscription or s^hared
in the advantages of the copy tax law were asked to send un their
catalogs to the minister of instruction i'l order to make possible
the compilation of the Grand livre des biblioth'lloques de la France,
which ^ould be placed at the disposal of all bibiiograp^-ers,
authors and scholars. The carir^'-ing out of this idea seems to have
amounted to nothing in particular.
Labiche J.B.. Notice sur les d^pbts litteraires etc p.I4«
C.I845 see Danjous plan for the year 1845 ) d. 1874. Ferdinand
EonnaT\|t^formerly head of the bureau of argriculture and now Maire
of Ffttaioeau demonstrated ways and means for the establishment of
a catalog of all French libraries. The author of the article "Oata-
logue Diotionnaire Larousse regards a universal repertoriura of all
works as unattainable until they have had a law for a few years to
• *
effect.Biit today the matter is entirely otherwise for through
Bonnange's invention, 7/hich :>erinits one to .\ialce the oard catalog
aocessable to the public with-out fear as to the destruction of its
arr^ang ernent ^ the solution of the problem is not only possible^but
an easy matter. Twenty copies in two years at the longest could
prepare the 2^000,000 titles of the Biblioth^que Nationale^The refet
of the libraries would have much lighter work with the indexing of
their far more limited possessions. They would add more than one
Million titles so that with an expenditure of 320,000 franco^ the
Catalogue universel national (oest le seul qu'uT) Francais puisse
avoir' actuelie^ment f ' awUt\im detabliT) would be established. If
everir nation would do the saine for itself there would no longer be
any difficulties in creating the universal catalog. The plan of the
Bibliotheque Nationalo of having its catalog printed in book form
gives Bonnange an opportunity m 1896 again taring forward his
plans. The commission which had recomi.iended the publication^with an
at
expression of regret^being co/irpelled to refuse admission to the
OK Of the other important Paris libraries, doubtless
would have arrived al an entirely different result if it had known
his invention. There is only one hindrance lying in the way of the
desired extension of the index and that is the desired book form.
With the adoption of his Systeiae de cartes fixes mobiles, "the exten-
sion of the catalog to all French libraries would be an easy matter,
i.very title in the Bibliotheque Kationale^to begin with^ would be
copied on a seperate card then printed according to the rules of the
possession of other collections and so on. The cost of this catalog
which must find a palce in all important cities could be estimated
in round numbers at 6, 000, 000, francs.
I
Bonnang^Le bilan de I'eeprit hiunain, Projet dun catalogue universel
des pTOductions intellectiilles. Memoire sur les rioyens a eiiiployer
poiir dresser T3pidenent des catalogues exacts et coraplete des ricii^
esses renferineea dans les bibliotlieqiies Precede dune preface
de M.E.Littre. Paris I874i
Bonnange Projet dun catalogue general^ .ur)/yi/£^X.erpetuel des im-
pTitv\38 compris ddms les bibliotheques nationales et les bibliothe-
ques nmiciples, N\€YnQU'e explioatif des rnoyens a employer pour accom-
plir ce grand oeuvre^l'lnapr^TYi-jr et le laettre an Jour de? ^ouueT-i-uTe.
jj
de 1' exposition univareelle de I900rw. Corbet E \B96.
II
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Section 2,
Printing in relation to cataloging.
Until after the niiaaie of this century printing was used in catalog-
uing only in the publication of whole catalog or periodical supple-
ments,whose only 8l±u vb.s to keep the patrons informed as to current
additionsolt was an Important advance when they com lenced to prove^
i/i their daily cataloging with the problem of continuing the cata-
log usually done by hand»the superiority of typographical process^
above qll to demonstrate the gain for the eyes and the saving of
space. In its entire significance the advantage of tMs plan was
first shown in the very limited amount of space ^especially when
the final step had been taken and the employment of printing was
combined with the centralization of the ?/oilc.Two points of view
will be most influential for the choice here presented- first of all
the publication of the cooperative catalog of Prussian book collec-
tions is such a east undertaking that only printed catalog's of the
largest catalogs in the world can be approached with regard to its
A
continuation a more oarefijil consideration of the cirourastances in
whicfc. printing has taken the place of hand writing in the indexing
of current accessions seems to be demanded. In opposition to the
theoretical discussion of the central catalog plan»the influence
of the later performance is here clearly perceptable, on th-it account
the chronological arrangement is chosen^with this limitation stiil
that the works of a single country remain together. But this review
would have the discription here given incomplete in some essentials,
in recent years outside of the librariea a great number of biblio-
graphical undertakings have arisen, (the extensive aims of the
Brussels institute have been mentioned already in the first chapte:^
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whidi carry out the plan wholly or as a subordinate plan of lessen-
ing the cataloging work for the libraries. Their service? must also
be notedf'iore because formerly they have not received, from us the
attention which is due thera as the evidences of a new and very
noteworthy turn in the develo|>'3ment of bibliography.
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Division I.
Printed titles of libraries. I.England.
(I) University library at Cambridge,
(a) Accession.
I86I. kt the instigation of the present principal assistant
HoloS^n ^who
.
for his part oould cite similar American examples ^Oct
.
18 61 the ifniversity of Cambridge began the experiment ^ so rich
in result SjOf piinting the titles of their accessions and of
keeping these catalogs ""jp to date by aid of these printed titles.
To it belongs the honor of having paved the way in Europe for
this significant step in advance. The course which the cataloging
work takes in Cambridge today is^ even in mino* details^the same
as Henry Bradshaw^who in 1857 undertook the adiTiinistration of
the library , established with remarkable org-mizing talent.
For more intimate knowledge of hio entire work reference should
be had to his unusually and scholarly exposition.
(Henry Bradshaw , some liccount of the Organization of the Cambridge
University Library , Transactions and Pro«reedings of the 4tho,and
5th. , annual meeting of the S. A. U.K.London 1334 p. 220 ff )again
printed in his collected r^pers (i5d»by Francis Jenkinson )Cambri-
dge 1889, p« 385. Here only the setting up of the printed titles
can be uiscHssed. Every Monday morning the new aoceBsions as far
as they are to be taken up in the printed titles, entirely ready
for businesSji.e.bound^ signed and labeled come into the revising
room. Here they are placed in four different series; according to
whether they are voluiTie^; secured by the English copy tax, books
in foreign libraries acquired by purchase, gifts and acquisitions
of earlier printed books and finally bequests which must remain
intact.
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Each series muDt be arranged according to number and in every booli
thereis a hand written title card i3laced»with the necenfaz-y refer-
ences if* such there are. The four series or cards now undergo final
revision (a special attendant being assigned to each one ); each one
for itself is provided in accessioning with a consecutive nrunber
jelonging to the corresponding series revised d'oring the previous
week, Every year a new set of nuiabers begins with each series.iTliiio
the signature (roo:n presi5 and vol. no^s assigned to a place in the
upper left hand corner over the catch word the temporary number
together with the number indicative of the accession n»imber noted
by the last two ciphers is placed in the right hand corner.
Here the different forms of punctt^ation serve to separate the work
of separate revisions and the separate series. A period between the
year number and a running number (95.1) signifies first series*
a colan (95;i)the second* a triple peridd C95...l)the third* and a
semi colan (95;I)the fourth. Now the titles are ready for printing*
A« often as 60 titles ofl a series are together-that is the average-
they are printed on both inner sides of an open sheet* each i>age in
3 columns^The correction and revision is assigned to the office to
whose series the sheets belo2ig..\gain on Monday morning the books
which have come from the press in the course of the preceding, week
are sent to the bookbinder who cuts out the titles and mounts them
in the alphabetical catalog. But these teooks indexed in these sheets
which still remain in the revising room are brought to a special
t^able^ where they are exhibited until Friday noon. Thus far they are
cared for Irjan alphabetical catalog on the spot and the number
printed on the upper right hand corner is written on the Dack of
the title page so that from the book itself can be ascertained when
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and from whom it has beerx received and where a duplicate of the
title is to be found. Friday noon the books exhibited will be "fcaken
to their place in the stack and are ready for dalivery.
Of every sheet 12 copies are struck off. One is kept as a standard
or as t^iey term it, "file copy "and bound according to the year of pub-
lication. Every improve: lent ^ every addition which is nade in the
printed title cards in the catalog at the same time is made in this
bound oopy.^iate5re)r is not used in the interests of the aataloguing
remains In reserve in case a title in the catalog is damaged or lost.
Since 1385 after the printing of the sheets, the entry was not "laid
down, but made into pages and with it the weekly liulletin established
whose subscription price is six shillings per year. It comes out on
Friday and indexes the new accessions which have been placed in the
library up to date of issue and are to be loaned. An alphab-^tioal
T'egister covering the entire year is issued at the close of the
year, Volume 2 ( 1895 )oo2itain3 4T 06 titles,
b. The main catalog.
At Cambridge in I37i,the recataloguing of the old books was begun. '
They go from press to press so that these slips at the same tiiae
give a subject catalog, tho a some what elementary one. The method of
the work is apparently the same as with the r.ew accessions. A runn-
ing number shows here also the progress of the work «rithin a year.
Only here in order that the titles of the recatalogued books nay
be distinguished at first glance from the new accessions the number
of the yrar stands in the second place (1:95) and so on.
A copy of those sheets also is preserved and bound by years, but
their titles will not appear in the weekly bulletin.

C^), The university libraiy at Glasgow.
Probably'' '^illiara Purdie Diclison ray under the influence of the Gam-
bridge university just described, when in 1866; he made use of his
appointment as curator of the university library at Glasgow, first
of all to give a completely new form to the cataloguing works of
this institution, at the same time introducing printing. In the three
decades whicli have passea since then, no need has arisen to cause
changes of any significance whatever to he introduced and the same
lan who is responsible for the nethods, oversees their execution
still at the present time. The titles considered with few changes
according to Jewett's cataloguing rules,are printed as in Cambridge
on the inner side of a folio sheet,which shows^with almost the same
form as is j j.st mentioned^ not six, but only four columns, In taking
up the older possessions the titles are printed in the order of the
position Of the books in the stack,while order of accession governs
the arrangement of the new books. in the former instances, the signa-
tures are printed on the edges of the sheets; in the latter only
the accession number, the symbol showing location, is reserved for
writtL^en 8Upplfi)Yients.The personal as well as subject iTords of
arrangement are printed alo-^g on a special line. At the same time
differing from the ouston of the Cambridge printed titles there
appear-onJty briefly expressed-the references belonging to the ti-
tles. Out of the sixty copies which oorr^e from the printing press
three are cut tip and title after title inserted in the three bound
catalogs (alphabetical accessions ahd subject catalogs ); the rest
are kept in order eo that at any time it is possible for tne
adninistration to reinforce overcrowded or greatly worn volumes by
newly substituted srA special catalogs of all kinds. Yearly 1500-
20C0 "tit^e.^) on 2C--35 sheets are printed.
I
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The cost of printing is from 25-30 pounds^ a titlo oost^ in the
neighborhood of 30 pfennig.
(3^ The British Museum at London.
a. The accession. Catalog of the accessions to the British Muesuia
library.
I35Ioln the year I85I a new catalorr; was placed in the reading room.
The titles were not written on the catalog sheets themselves,
but on thin tough slips of paper, which had been inserted soi^e-
what loosely in the volume, so that they can be removed if need
be, by a paper knife . Abundant room was provided for the ^insertion
of new titles and room for new sheets also. The catalog in spite
of this, numbers only l5o volumes. It was continued on the saiae
plan. The arrangement of the removable title slips facilitated
the maintenance of the alphabetical arrangement , but gave tA the
sheet a three fold value without making the continual deposit
of new sheets, divisions and rebinding for large folio books
essentially less necessary. The number of new accessions increa8C35
rapidly. Up to 1873 the number of catalog volui;ios had increased
tenfold; the letter B took as much space as the? entire catalog
in I85I.The public treasury ,upon v/hich the heavy expenses of
this kind of continuation of the catalog fell,was in favor on
ground of economy of the introduction of printing.lt considered
naturally only the recent accessions. The museuia adrriinistration
however ( Garnett as director of the reading room had to plead
the facts)-oould expect from these regulations nothing else than
delay in the growth of the num^bcr of volumes and laid stress
upon the necessity of reducing the bul^ of the catalog liy the
ernpluyment of printing.
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It proposed for its part to publish separately at once, especially'-
large subjects of the catalog as Bible, Academies, Shakespeara and so
forth and so in that vrsy collect into a convenient book the more
clumsy and crowded folios. This time the transactions led to a
practical result in 1878. But the question had become urgent and even
more than all other considerations the difficulty ,making it even rme
more keenly naticable,of providing room for new catalog volmraes
in the reading room out weighed all other considerations for
printing. Beside the main catalog the inde:: of maps and plans requi-
red space for over 300 voiames and of music 450 volumes.
In the autuiiin of 1373 E.A.Bond became head librarian and at once
entered into new negotiations vith the treasury^ not r.iuch more than
a year passed, and in January 1880, the press began its work in the
service of the British Museumifirst of all^ of course, for the new
accessions. Ever since ^ the manuscript title of accessions are no
longer as formerly multiplied four fold with the help of the car-
bon process, but are sent by lots to the press. The plan of it is as
follows; Pour copies printed on one side are cut up and inserted
in the catalog where the titles take a mere fraction of the room,
which formerly the hand written slips required. in the London list
of aocessuons nothing is on principle 3epar-ite,in contradi stintion
to Cambridge and thus it amounts to about 60,000 titles a year( that
is the estiiuate froi.i the beginning of the 80 's).
The practice observed by the administration in printing was changed
in January I839.iflniiie since this tine the titr^es of completely new
accessions go to press without separation ever^/- two weeks regularly
fro2a which they are returned after 14 more days, -the Russian alone
are retained for special sheet s-they were divided formerly into four
I
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groups according as they belonged to accessions from raodern»i e.the
English (A) or foreign (B) literature which has appeared in the past
five years (in 1882 A & B were united into one group) or to the
older English (G) or foreign (D) books; according to which^the
foreign spoken literature printed in England would be as .igned to
the third divisionj'/hen a group of titles had increased to such an
extent that it yielded a good sized volume of the bulk of an indi-
vidual part of the main catalog, it was given in alphabetical arrang-
nent to the printer. As in the printed Cambridge accessions»one readS
the signature above the catch word on the upper left hand corner
while on the right is the section letter with the running number
within the respective sect ion. Not less than 224 parts were printed
according to the system just described, when they okanged to the
new system and at the same time reduced the nuraber of the copies as
far as the aims of the Maesum itself permitted,while by that time
the titles of all accessions were made accessable to everone at an
annual subscription price of 3^.
b.The main catalog.
British Museiua catalog of printed books 1847. On the 6th., March
1347,Panizzi, then keeper of the divisior. of printed books of the
British Muesujn, asked by the Board of directors his opinion in re-
gard to printing the catalog,made the following reply; it would be
possible to prep^e by the close of 1854 the catalog of all the
books which the Museum possessed at that moment, tho the prepara-
tion for printing would last until I860.
The catalog would embrace 70 volumes. If the revision should com-
plete 2 volumes per year, the printing of the entire catalog would
require 35 years and at its completion in I895» represent the
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collection of the library/- for 1854. Or. the I-January IBSI^xme begun
the printing of the catalog, increased raeanwhile,to the enormous '
extent of 3,000,000 titles (scarcely surmised by Panizzi certainly).
Unlike his predecessor of 1841, who r^aa unfortunate in the beginn-
ing,but included in his progress also the new accessions of which,
A
at the close of the eighth year, there were soraething like 4:0t000
per year. The under taking moved forward with constantly increasing
apeed;400 parts have appeared thus far, and it is hoped by the close
of the century this gigantic task wi.-l be completed.
',7hen in 1880 the printing of the titles of all the new accessions
was begun, the space in the reading room available for the catalog
was exhausted, not another volivie could be accomodated.
The introduction of printed titles promised no relief froii this
intolerable state of affairs and so trie head librarian appealed
again to the public treasury , recommending the printing of the whole
catalog on about the same grounds as formerly that of the list of
accessions. He refered to the enormous number of volumes, to their
clumsiness, to the consideraBjle cost of constant divisions and re-
bindings, to the manifest advantage of being able to collect every
time a whole set of volumes into one and provide room for future
accessions for an unlimited length of tine.
Entirely on this baBis-( Considerations of a literary nature are out
of the quest ion )-1Che public treasury declared itself unanimous and
appropriated, for as long as should seem fit, a stated annual sum
for the special conversion of the manuscript catalog into a printed
one. This must be adhered to if the result of the publication of the
catalog in to be understood. The money for the printing of the en-
tiro catalog was not appropriated, but a moderate annual and
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revert able sum for the reiiedy of the evils shown by the adininis-
t ration, Therefore the printing could notbegin with A as would have
been natural under other circu:nstances;but the most un'.7ieldy
voluT-ies, which were almost beyond handling and would have to be sent
to the bindery otherwiseihad to be selected for printing, so that
the first volu;'ne of the printed catolog included the titles of
Virgilius. Later when the public treasury was convinced of the value
and general need of the undertaking it agreed to'^natural sequence
of seperate parts.
Little is to be said about the method of work. If tnree or fouz*
folios of the manuscript catalog, to be collected into one printed
volu]ae,are chosen, they^ first of all,undergo a literary , bibliograph-
ical revision ,the necessity of which v;ould be evident to every one
who considers that the text of the catalog, which now goes to press^
owes its existence to the forty years labors of more than forty
differe^Vit officers.Kftich more difficult than this examination is the
revision of the arrangement of separate entries; there is much to
be done here and much greater care is necessary , for the supplftTnenr-
tary improvements of this kind would require very costly transpo-
sition of the composition. But this work also as well as the
revision of the printing (the one is usually enough) is governed
by a guiding princip8a , which the leader of the whole work, Richard
Garnet t , emphasizes again and again in his instructions; speed and
regularity are worth more than oveT scrupulous accuracy.
It is a question^ not of a bibliography .but of a catalog, it is a
hundred times better to let a couple of mistakes go than to open
the door to the arraars,the fatal enemy of all good administration.
Two circumstances occur to support most zealously this demand of
the leader.
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In tliQ first place, the stated provision, that all of the annual
appropriation, which is not used Tor the stated aim within the
fiscal year, must revert to the govern:,ient treasury and be lost
txierefore to the Muesum.But it is also true, that the greatest speed
is also the greatest economy of tine. The greater portion of all
titles obtained feince the beginning of printing niust be printed
twice, first for the accessions and then for the main catalog.
The more speedily this progresses, the more will the double task be
avoided»a point of view which again has prevailed with the public
treasury for special increase of the annual appropriation to 3000
pounds. Thus the undertaking has been carried forv/ard with almost
unprecedented speed. The annual execution has risen in round numbers
from 15 volumes in the beginning soon to an average of 30;from this
height it ha8 again fallen off. Still for the past year the work
seems to have been almost doubled. That the reliability has not
suffered by the haste and that the catalog is a bibliographical
aia of great worth, only a glance cc^nfirms*
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Garnet t emphasizes, with justification, the fact that the whole work
was accompliRhed without an increase in the office force. One can
scarcely help citing ^vhat a more active display of liberality in
the Museum's enr'owow^ent would accomplish.
Yith the large quarto size chosen for the printing, the linited
compass of the valunes is surprising, not exceeding 300 voluiaes with
an average of 5000 titles. A review of the progress of the catalog
is not out of place here. The printed copy is only the nucleus of
the volume made for the use of the library which is intended to
possess the ability of taking in the titles currently received
unceasingly. In the first instance it sufficed to have the copies
designated for the administration struck off on one coiuran on strong
vellum paper, 30 that onthe other Bide a column is reserved for the
addition of new title strips. Grooves beside^ give the possibility
of inserting new sheets. Soon it seems to have been evident that the
multiplicity of the accessions could ndt be accomodated in this way.
The columns of copy printed on one side were also attached to the
noticeably larger side of a sheet of the strongest and most durabl"©
vellura paper; the printed strips occupied only a portion of the left
side of the sheet. All the right side and a considerable space at
the top and bottom were left for additions. So heavy folios took the
place of the quartos inthe reading room. Still the expansion of the
place alloted for the accessions was n^t sufficient and now thn .
column strips are so inserted that three wide vacant columns follow
every printed one. Naturally it is now no longer possible to condense
the average 25O columns of the printed part into one volume so that
the copies of the catalog mads for the use of the Museum consist
of more volmies than the public catalog.
I
Outside of the copiee printed, on the one side for purposes of
adriiinistration 247 copies were struck pff.Each volume cost at first
110 poundsilater they were successful by means of an agreement, to
reduce the cost as much as one sixth, so that the yearly available
smu of 3000 pounds provided for the completion of 30 voluiies.
Each volume contains on an average 5000 titles; the Museum estimates
the printing o"? a title in rouCnd numbers at 40 pf.If Garnett's
estimate, that the completed catalog would include 3,000,000 titles
is not too high, its establishment, apart from office work, will cost
about 1,400,000 M.What the sale of the catalog brings in on the
other hand is hardly worth considering.
The subscription price at first was made on the supposition that
15 volumes would be issued annually at 3 "£ 10 s.,but later when the
increased apprdpriation permitted tiie issue of 30 voliraes a year^
it was not raised^ so ths* (Jarnett can rightfully claim that the
catalog is one of the cheapest books in the work.
But of the 247 only 75 went elsewhere and half of thdse were gifts.
It was determined to offer a second subscription and to give to all
new subscribers all parts previously printed gratu^itously or at
a nominal price. But in the first year unfortunately such a large
nu:':iber of copies were in demand immediately, that the v^hole supply
was exhausted. Also the separate issues of single especially prolif-
ic subjects, as AristotCle* Bacon, Byron, Dante, Goethe and so forth,
(thanks to the efforts of the administration to repair by means of
especially numerous references the need of a systeiiatio catalog, and
to present complete bibliographies of respectively independent
literature as far as I'ound in the Museum) have not found the antici-
pated niuaber of purchasers altho they sell at an extremely lor price
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at the most for S-s.'/hether the more expensive separate impressio"n^
particularly the valuable indexes of periodical and society
publications of the Museura Will sell betterihas not yet been
demonstrated. As already uentined^the printing reoently has progr-
essed 80 rapidly that according to all appearances, the entire task
will be coriipleted even before the close of the century. But only
the copies of the catalog kept at hand in the Museum for the use
of the public and administration give a complete list , of its
possessions.Koreover these library copies in the older portions
are already so over^cro^rded and obscured by the fullness of the
titles added since I88I that ininediately after the close of the
work the new printing should begin if the public treasury is
ready to make a ne^ appropriation. This might well be doubted. A.s
early as 1882, Garnet t emphasized the necessity of reprinting at
certain intervals* A card catalog,whose continuations would nofe
have this difficulty with which to contend^ is, for the British Mu-
seum in whose reading room 300 -4oo people are accustomed to con-
sult the catalog freely and in all cases of doubt go with the
volume under their arms to the superintendent , consequently useless^
apart fron all other great deficiencies which adhere to it.
It seems that here the book form is the only potsible one and
this cannot be kept up to date in so large an institution ^vithout
perioitticftl reprinting, and each tijie the cost of printing becomes
greater and increases the work of revision. Does not tlie thought
appear here urgently that the Museum would liave done well to stere-
^C"^ype separately the titles of the catalog as well as the
accessions according to Jewett's plan^aiid to koep the i-lates in
order according to Garnett's plan^to give the institution a single
printing according to the model of the university of Oxford and
II
I
38 •
Oambridge.lt nas been called to notice already that the indexes of
charts and imisio have a special place next the main catalog.
The first has been in print since 1886 , Catalogue of printed iiaps»
plans and charts. "Here it has been possible to condense 300 folios
of manuscript indexes into Z convenient printed volumes, which
according to the described custom established, for convenience are
divided into 14 volumes in the reading room.
The catalog of music the one longest held in anticipation, has not
yet appeared.
There Ih nothing left but to mntion that the Mu.seijjn keeps in
reserve a number of copies printed on one side in order to add^
with their assistance after the main catalog has been completed,
certain special catalogs arranged by subject. For the more recent
literature obtained since 1880 this work is already being carried
on by G^. K.}<'ortescue and published in three large volumes at the
expense of the admi listration under title, A subject index of the
modern works added to the British Museuiia.
They appeared in 1886,1891 and 1897 and embrace the accessions
of every five years( I380-85j iSSo-ao^igao-gSc
)
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4. The National art library at London.
The art library of the South Kensington mseun^ established in 1852^
gave a novr turn to their cataloging work. The alphabetical catalog
in bo^k form has been given up and ie gradually being replaced by
a card catalog. Since I-Januaiy 1893, weekly accession indexes have
been printed, which makes possible not only the continuance of this
card catalog, but in addition, the foundation of a large number of
systomatically arranged separate indexe8,which, later, are to be
printed in book form and sold at a low price. Especially prominent
n
in this inovation is the fact ^that the cataloguing includes also
periodical references.
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I-Holland.
The university library at Leyden.
A3 it appears, it is the example of the Leyden univerBity librarj'-^
not the far older predecessor at Caii bridge, to which all so called
printed titles of the continent are to be traced. At least it is
stated that the Bibliotheque Nationals as well as the city library
g
at Oasel,have derived from there their practice, which became
typical for larger and smaller libraries in the eiTiploynent of
printed titles. in Leyden itself the constant employment of printing
in the service of the librar:/ dates from I87t, already looking back
ov^er a full quarter o^ oentury^The article in the Librarjr joumaEj
by the lately deceased director of the library,\7.N.Du Hieu, gives
a clear and rascinating account of the cataloguing principles used
there since that time, connected v;ith the institution aince 1366,
he has seen the very beginning of this innovation. Unfortunately he
does not make known on what model it was based; neither is it to be
surmised from his article that anyone was of the opinion that a
discovery had been made. The mode of procedure is the same todax'" as
then.i^en from 130-140 titles are collected they are arranged in
alphabetical order and printed in five columns, each about ll cm,.
wide<)On one side of a sheet folio size. 50 copies are struck off,
enough to equip not only the fou^T card catalogs (an alphabetical
and subject one are dach for public and offical use) the accession
lists and other official indexes, but also to meet the demand of
dozens,who purchase the slips for a couple of pfenrr/^s in order to
arrange the titles for their private use.

Quite incidentally it is notedfthat only the two card catalogs
placed at the disposal of the reader take the well known book form^
a custom which has spread from Leyden throughout the world.
The card indexes reserved for official use, on the other hand,
•9ltre. kept in a drawer without mechanical safeguard as to their
sequ.ence.
Surprisingly low is the cost of this nethod.
Including evory thing -articles with two re Vtsione^ printing and
paper^the 50 inpreBsione,25 on light 25 on heavy paper^cost
eleven gxilr?eT>iv.
That would be I8m. 70 Pfoin our money , so that viath an average of
135 titles to the sheet^the office estimates the titles at
14 Pf.
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Ill Prance.
1. 3it)liotheque Nationalo at Paris,
a, The aoceesion.
At the close ot the year 1374, the adninifit-rative force of the
Nationale be^an to issue manuscript monthly indexes of their new
accessions of foreign literature for the benefit of their readers/
This practice met -vith such great success, that at the beginning of
the year 1877, printing had tot alee the' place of written copies.
Since then bulletin mensuel des publications etrangeres re^uS vsx
le Depart ei lent des imprijues de la Bibliotheque Nationale, "iias
appeared uniTiteri'uptedly. Volur.ie 19,1895 numbers 4223 titles
»
. ,The foreign university publications were still excluded from the
this list. For their registration a separate publication was soon
provided. The Cat&.logue des dissertations et ecrits academiquee
provenant des echanges avec les universctes etrangeres et recus
par la Bibliotheque Nationale, whose first nuraber, embracing the
accessions^ appeared in 1834.
(The volmie for I895,pCublished 1396 cites 2731 titles.)
The advantages of the bulletin for foreij^n worlcs were so evident
for the purposes of administration that at the beginning of the
year 1332 it was decided to employ printing also for the accession-s
of French literature. Tov/ard the end of Januaiy appeared the first
nmber of the ^Bullet in mensuel des recentea publications francaises
avec un appendice contenant 1' indication des cartes geography ques
et des Livres anciens nouj^vellement entres an Depart enent des
ijiiprimes. lVolu:ne 14,1895 numbers 9190 titles)
This inventory of national book accessions also left the univer-
sity publications unprovided for. They were to be cared for in an-
other way.
ii
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Neither of the accessions lists registered the accessions of
periodical literature unless it was a question of newl3r establish-
ed undertakings. Only in the case of the foreign bulletin is this
want supplied by a single publication; this is the publication ..
issued in new form in 1896, the Liste des Periodvqtues etrangeres
recus par le Departement des inprines de la Eibliotheque
Nationals), (It nwnbers 4324 titles.)
Both bulletins have strict al^phabetical arrangement .Registers
for the separate parts are thus superfluous; but unfortunately
they are incor.iplete at the close of the years output. For this
reason the usual consecutive numbering of the titles has been
distontiirjtedoThe signatures are however printed ainultaneously
as in Cambridge and London ( it is not clone in Florence and
Berlin. )Prequently the accesKions for two months are combined
in a double copy. At least 30 copies of every bulletiniprinted on
one side, as soon as they come from the press^are cut up for the
practical needs of the adrainistration,no'5.nted on card board and
assigned to the various working departments of the library.
Two card catologs are kept for the exclusive use of the public;
of course only of the recent literature as far as it is indexed
ir the former issues of both bullet ins. The one is alphabetical,
the other alphabet ical-classt # according to the system of the
American dictionary catalogue* The cards are held together like the
Leyden catalog^ by a moveable binding. Because of the manner of pub-
lishin/y these accession lists, it follows that under certain circum-
stances, if for example, the issues of two months are combined in
one number, a b^^'Ok can well be in the library a quarter of a year
before its cards are put in the catalog.
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The atilization of these indexes an the part of the remaining
French libraries for the maintenance of their catalogs is therefor©
as good as debarred and does not take place in reality ,which
appears the more deplorable as the French bellet in, provided that
the oopy-^tax law is strictly 6xecuted»indexes the whole literary
productions of France.
b.The main Catalog.
The British Museum wqs concerned, as formerly stated, solely in the
coh^fersion of the manuscript catalog into a printed one. Therefore
only one question was to be answered,whether printing was to be
employed or not.Everthing else followed as a natural conseguence.
Conditions in Parisian libaries are entirely otherwise. Here there
is no especially centralized catalog pf printed collections.
The composition of the inventory out of very numerous and very
different kinds of collections, every one of ¥/hich leads a very
different existance; from manuscript and manifolded printed books
and card catalogs of older and more recent date, from alphabetical
and classed indexes of all kinds, is so complicated that it is
difficult to form a clear conception of its condition from a
distance. Thus the comraission appointed in 1895 of famous scholars
and professional men,whose report, signed by Georges Picot on the
24 of December I893^forms the basis of thas brief sketch, accord-
ing to the examination of the condition of the cataloging work
had not only to jjeco/inend or advise against the printing of a
general catalog, but at the saine tirae^as was to be expected in case
their decision was in favor of printing,were obliged to take their
stand for a nui'iiber of leading questions as to the arrangement of
the new catalog. They have ma^-nificiently fulfilled this obligation.
The commission recora lended the printing of an alphabetical catalog
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of all printed works of the national library in 3 distinct portions
the first indexes the work whose authors are known, tiie/^ ..,tii6
anonyraous vforke and collections while the last is composed of a
group of special catalogs. In ^ "the recojnmendation of the printing,
not only the interests of the library and the whole field of
knowledge are emphasized, but its advantages for the safety of
state property are rnade of equal iriTportance,!Thioh is sojTiewhat
surprising in our profess ion, 'Whenever the library has been in the
as
position of claiming its own, a book which has strayed from its
possession, the demand for the return )iight be based on the entry
of this particular book in the catalog, as sufficient proof of
ownership. In a mch greater degree than the manuscript catalog of
the library, would the print ^ed catalog scattered broadc^ist
,
yield
an excellent means for the secure establishment or the return of
public pos.sessions.The catalog is to embrace everything that the
national librar^^ po;^ssesses in printed works, even to placards,
election bullet ins,published catalogs and pieaes of music.
Neither the group of a le«s valuable literature nor the select
libraries of the coin cabinets, the collections of engravings nor
the collection of manuscript miist be excluded, even so sraall a
a
collection as the one in Pont aiHebleu, bequeathed to the Nationale
in 1388. It is to include also the missing books with references
to tine and place. The report of the com mission shows in all its
portions a model clearness. Aliflost irresistibly it has successfully
proven that for the publication of the catalog of a really large
collect ion, the alphabetical arrangement is the only satisfactory
one.
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Indeed the conraission had in its iim.iediate vicinity an emphatic
warning against the subject arrange;;ient offered by the exai-oj^le of
the unfortunate subject catalog of the Tubinger library • 1855- 79
there appeared II voluraeSfOf the subject catalog of French historj^
and 1857-81,3 quarto volumes of the catalog of naedicine; their
prepa^'ation has claimed tne greater part of the library force and
injured greatly, the internal adnini8tration,80 that it becarae
necessary to stop in the midst of the work, The report however does
not rest satisfied with a reference to these experiences. So great
an undertaK.ing( this ia about the gist of their statement )needs a
basis as safe and fixed as possible. But there is everywhere a iacK.
of a commonly adcnoflelgedi scientific system, and if there were one,
fixed even to the smallest particular, the tediousness and diffi-
culty of the work^ uncertainty and delai^, error and caprice wo^jild
not be done away by it. Besides science is somewhat active, a tree
which contiraA^lly shoots out new branches and blossoms, so that the
most corrplete arrangement in the beginning of the work runs the
risk of being out of date before its completion .The difficulty of
bibliographical worK is universally known. The scholar himself
ivho has dedicated the work of his life to a limited field, will
often be in doubt, as to which, place he will assign a given book
or where to find it. Apart from the fact that a bibliography is a
purely personal , scientific work, which fioes not belon,-^ to the task
of the librarian gas long as it neglects all treatises and refer-
ences to collections or the supplemental portion of greater works,
it is a very insufficient bibliography. The catalog however /this
is its first itask) is to f-urnish the possibility of finding th.e
desired book aFJ q^iickly as possible.

The alphabetical ar-rangfi~i»=.nt has a three fold advantage over the
sub;ject'it is simple, reliable and up-to-date .Here there is neither
a weakness with the pffioes to which the revision is assigned* nor
does the public need direction. As was already rn«ntioned» the
comidssion recomnended the division of the catalog into three
completely separated groups.to be treated according to different
principles. Over the establishment of comraon points of view it is
at variance, since there have been subraitted tA its examination a
number of different kinds of publications whose relations to the
individual portions of the catalog have been assigned in order to
make^fixed basis for the division. Here only one will be taken as
an example. The thesis of the doctorates are assigned as separate
books of the first division^with the exception of the medical,
whQse considerable extent -the Nationale possesses 85,00 of ther^i-
makes the registration in a special catalo£^ of the third division
seem strange. The Theses de license, oB the o1:herhand as well as
the foreign di tsert at ions, keep their place in the second portion
under the oatch word,Paoulte de droit and Universites tttran^^^s"
The theoretical works concerning intusic and important medical v/orks
are entered in the author index, while the 200^00^0 voluraes of vocal
and plana pieces are to form a special catalog of the third group
with the three fold register of composers ^poets and artists .
The same plan is followed in the book catalogs as far as they
have not the value of personal works and belong in the first
division. Besides the oriental literature^ still another class cff
writings will be assigned by the commission to the third group
they are the so called ••Pactims" especially valuable for the
history of the administration of just ice, of which four volumes
already have been published.
\'j ad II
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If the position of indexing in the National ^notod in the beginning^
is realized, then we must understand that this division will ligh-
ten materially the production of the catalog. In Paris jhowever^ the
view is held that^ as opposed to the centralized catalog, it offers
advantages also in respect to ite use. The combination of the
groups embracing indeed 2,000^000 different titles is one al^^habet
of
would not advance the work^ research, but din the other hand,impede
and delay. This idea where one accustomed to a unifold index,
can scarcely be shared and in both Berlin libaries where the
alphabetical catalogs are divided into an author and anonyous
portion, even this separation will be found especially inconvenient
by the public', with us therefore, suggestions of the Parisia-Ti
coionission might hardly find niuch comprehension* .
still the oonsir^QTatloT^ that they proceed from an intimate
knowledge of the institute jthe needs of the public, and the custom
of the officials ^keeps our judgment in reserve.
In the revision of the titles jthe commission recomj^nds the main-
i-Ve
taining of^golden mean between copious descriptions and energet-
ic curtailing, quite according to the mo^del of both bulletins,
whose composition is represented also as typical. The official
j
charged with the leadership of the undertaking will collect .
about him first of all about a dozen of the most experienced and
reliable workers of the library; this staff, if the work progress-
es regularly ^wili be etrencthened according to the existing
means. NO sooner is the first signature submitted to the printer
than the material of the volume in question is considered as
completed^ Just as in the case of the British Ifuseum catalog, every
volume will state the position of the collection at a difierent
time.
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But while there ^as formerly/ shown^the exaraples entered or ofricial
purposes are kept up to date by the insertion of adcLed titles,
the Parisian library has »ade the diecovery by an earlier printing
of the catalog or of separate parts, that the raaintainance of tne
arrangement in this fashion is possible at best only for a short
time. According to this, the coraiission considers neither the
oonti-^-'iation of the printed bound catalog ^nor the edition v-^f
p8uplewients,nor indeed the necessity of a reprint, It is rather of
the conviction that the only form which deserves special consider-
a
ation for the indexing of such large and rapidly growing collection
is the card catalog. some examples of the printed catalog vrill fur-
nish the material for the pstablislirnent ,not only of the alphabeti-
cal, but also all possible subject card indexes, but the bulletin^
as foriaerly^ will continue to suppJja the place of new suppI€Wents.
Taking the proportions of the London catalog as a basis, the report
of the ooiaaission estimates the scope of the indexes desired at
about eiglity large quarto volumes each one of which would include
3^5,000 articles in 800 pages. The commission thought the preparatory
work oould begin in April 1894. In 1895 two sections from the letter
A were printed by way of experiment and made accessible to a iarge
circle by their appearance in the Bulletin des publications recent es
francaises. "They were the articles Pet^s de Abano(^In the February-
March volume p. 142-44) and Aristdtle ( Suppie'ment to May-June number
50 pages in extent )The large quarto recommended by the conu-dpsion
was given up in favor of the octavo size of the t^ro bulletins so
that thie specimens, not only as to contents, but in form, give an idea
of the future cat slog. How greatly the commission Is prejudiced in
favor of its plans for division and arrangement the near future
will tell.
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The article Aristotle in 1896 had a noteworthy supplement ,which
collected on 37 pages, beside some additions from the Bibliothequ©
Nationale,tbe Aristotle editions and translations from seven other
Paris Ibibraries. As has \jeen noted already in the introduction, it
has only been the unprepared condition of* the catalogs of other
Paris collections which has led the comraission to refrain from
recoiiriending the addition of these possessions to the conteraplated
catalog of the national library. This linitation is easily under-
stood but great lyinust it be deplored, realizing from this suppleinent
that the Paris collections contain 1023 Aristotle works and
translations, of which the Bibliotheque Natinnale paseessee only
741,1668 than thre*^ fourths.
Addenduia.
The work was given up when the first printed volume of the first
portion (author) of the Catalogue general des lives inpriues de
la Bibliotheone Nationale appeared.ln 565 page£ and in II, OS?
articles the authors from Aachs to Albyville were entered, and
three more volumes of the saiae size were necessary in order to
complete the letter A. -only of this first grauPpnotice- .The first
Ihe.
signature bore^date September 1896, the last, April, 1897, Exceeding
s
the plans of the commission the adrainistration has made it a rule
to add to the catalog the books coming into the possession of the
library during the printing, in case their titles can still be
placed in the revised proofs, whose portions have not yet been
formed into pages. Ih a preface 82 pages long De Lisle ^with
admirable clearness peculiar to himself
,
gives the particillars of
the History of the collection, its arrangement and indexing and a
splendid argument for the preperation of the new catalog,.
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As is to be ex:oected» it adheres closely to the plan of the commis-
sion^ which can be traced substantially to DeLisle.Only in the
irnportant externals of the setting up^ have they departed from the
plans of the commission ^which represented the ooniposition of the
bulletin as typical and Trthioh the first proofs also show, in ir^'
opinion, not to the advantage of the new catalogdn the first chap-
ter DeLisle treats the question raised by the coimaission concerning
the extension of the catalog by the additions of the other Paris
collect ions. The special significance and fruitfulness of the idea,
whose origin he nas traced back to I79l,has been proven by several
examples taken at random, all of wliioh have led to a result similar
to^ that of the suppianent mentioned above for the published article
Aristotle.^That can not be attained innediately he hopes to attain
later. If the other Paris libraries had only finished their indexing
they could mark their books by the addition of their signature in
a copy of the now catalog of the Biblioth^que Nationale and index
thoir surplus on cards,whereby the catalog would have gained that
of these collections and at the same time material for a supptftnent
to that of the Rational library. Aside from the uses, which the exe-
cution of this plan must bring to science, it would give the admin-
istration an inestimable^ and, at present
^
greatly needed direction
for their acquisition of older literature. But finally it would pave
the way for the developement of the lending system, for if one
could only be certain a book is represented in two or more Paris
collect ions, there would no longer be any hindrance in entrusting
it occassionally to this or that province library.Everything so
unites so DeLisle concludes, in justifying the printing of our
general catalog. Let us hope that the governiaent \Ytkll appropriate
for us the necessary means for the speedy completion of an undertak-
ing which will bring great honor to the ^cUninigtraUt^^ our
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(2) The University libraries,
a. The Catalogue des theses et ecrits academiques.
;vith express reference to the far reaching advantages of the lists,
published by the Hational library, of their accessions obtained fro:ia
foreign university publications, the minister of public insti-uction
reconmiends^by decree of 25 June 1885, the rectors of the academies
to send in to him annually for publication by August 20 at the late^
a list Of scripta academica s^pearing during the course of the pre-
ceding academie year. In its further application the order states
that the tittles from the university libraries be put on cards ofa
given form to be ooinpared with the lists of the secretary and to be
arranged in fixed order, so that in Paris the printing can begin
irariediately after their arrival and be completed before the fiftee-
nth of HovemberoThe publishers, Hachette and Oo.undertook the
publication, and sinoe i885-[the academic year 1384-85 marks the
beginnin^^the Catalogue des theses et ecrits academiques appears
regularly at the prescribed time. Every five years these are collec-
ted into one volume with a comon author and subject index.
(VolMTne II, 1894-95, miinber 8 1296 titles.)
b.The Liste des nouvelles acquisitions,
sinoe 1886 the French university libsirios have heen under legal
obligations to supply one another with their books, the time of loan
of which can be extended to three months. All cooperating circles
realize the benefit of this rule; all are agreed on this point, that
in order to obtain the greatest possible good from the new
arrangement , one must be able to distinguish the possessions of the
libraries in question from all the rest. starting from this
requirejnent Albert Pecan;p,tiie director of the university library
and professor of German in Montpelier, applies in I89I with a plan
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embracing all details to liis interested coll^giiee* Surely the tine
would come,he said* when every university would possess a printed
or manifolded i^ndex of their entire poBsessions»when indeed that
desideratum would bo disposed of .Indeed only in part; for even the
realization of this dreain for the^ disadvantage that one must always
be compelled to wait for supplements for, once for all, it is the
fate of ©very catalog to forfeit, in the very beginning of the
printing, the merit of completeness, Instead of folding our hands in
slothful waiting we should join in a common undertaking which would
promise not only temporary and incomplete assistance but also would
be suited to the promotion of the coniplete satisfaction of exist-
ing needs in thenear future; namely for the annual publication of a
cooperative index of all accessions of the French university
libraries. This, outTardly following closely the exaiiflple of the
official Catalogue des theses et ecrits academique s,would appear
annually in November and would bring into one alphabet all books
added during the past academic year by the sixteen university
libraries, indeed so that in every case^one might find»not only the
name of the Institute possessing a book, but also the shelf number
assigned to it there. The work accruing therefrom to each librar^^
would have to be born' by them. Provided the official would write a
second card at the time each book is secured and put it aside, at
the close of the year he would have his contribution ready for
forwarding to the main offioe,^here the arrangement , the withdrawal
of the cards duplicated two or three times, with the necessary note
as to the location of the book VBO^jJ.ld follow. At all events the pro-
bable labor and expense would be far less than the profits to be
expected. For so fa:; as the real aim is concerned-the /greater profi't"
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to be gained for the government possessions-the new arrangement
would prove useful and pave the way for a very delightful advance
in the cataloguing of separate institutions, since the copies of
the common list of accessions »printed on one side of thin paper*
would take the place, at the close of the year, of the manuscript
cards with their abbreviated entries ;iiould be filed in the catalog
during the intervals of printing only for ternporary use and be
replaced by printed cards whose beauty and legibility can never
be attained by manuscript cards.
Feoarups is, as he himself shows ^ot the firfet one who has stepped
forth with such a plan, But contrary to his predecessors he had the
good likck of fulfilling the realization of his idea with his own
hands,which deserves to be the more noticed, since the provision
upon which he has nade the successful develop^nient of the under-
taking dependant^-namely the establishment of a central office with
state authority and state assistance,-as yet is not falfilled-
Only after he had demonstrated to doubting colleagues the utility
of the proposed innovation by repeated publication of accession
lists of MAntpelier, could he introduce by a comparat I'/ely nodeet
beginning, the execution of his plan; University de France.
Bibliotheques University ires de Bardeaux, Caen, Dijon, Mont anttan,Mont-
pellier,et Toulouse.-List e alphabet vque des nouvelles acquisitions.
I Annee soolaire I893-94i
At the end of the second year Aix and Marseillofc . submitted their
material also; with the third year Besancon,Cleremont and Lille were
i
added, and today Pecamps has a well grounded hope that soon he will
draw the last instittiition into the circle of its publication, a re-
sult which can be sure of unreserved recognition and of active
sympathy everwhere.
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4. Italy.
Artiolo sixty two of the Regolamento per le bitlioteche pubbliche
governative of 20 October, 1885 brought a T-eal innovation; to the
scholar, the possibility should be given from official quarters of
informing himself exactly and quiekly in regard to the additions to
the public libraries of recent literature. For this reason, both
central libraries in Florence and Rome were directed to publish at
stated intervals, combined accession lists of the state collections
The division of the work was to be such that Florence would under-
take the accessions from Italian literature, and Rome those from
foreign literature, Both publica^tions are to cor.imence simultaneously
with the year 1886.
The "fiiblioteca Nazionale Centrale'^at Florence.
Since 1867 the central library at Florence^ which evan at that time
(as later also the Vittore Emanuele at Rome , founded in 1875) contain-
ed approximately everthing which had bf^-en printed in the kingdom,
furnished to the Assooiazione typografico-libraria,in accordance
with the orders of the Minister of public instruction, the material
for the composition of their official organ, the Bibliografia Ital-
i€aia.Th» Regolamento of 1885 gave it therefore essentially only
one new duty, to publish this material itself in the future. For the
list of their- copy tax accessions must naturally also furnish the
indesE for the recent Italian literature acquired by the government
libraries .There is lacking therefore only the reference to the aca-
demies which outside of the central libraries,had the books in
question in their possession, in order to make these lists coopera-
tive accession indexes.
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Th^ Nazionalo Oentrale at Florence used and uses consequently, in
order to be honest in their task, the cooperation of the other
Italian libraries merely for tiie ooropilation of their possessions.
Consequently not much can be said of the oorarnon participation of all
governraent libraries in this task. Indeed the rule stated that the
libraries should not only return the bulletin sent to thein from
Florence with a staf^ement of the number they possess, but also add
title cards for the new Italian publications which they own, but whioa
are not indexed in the bulletin. still this would only serve the pur-
pose of calling the attention of the central library at Florence to
accessions by copy tax which had escaped them. But yet it would be
a sort of cooperation^ if this^moreover^had lasted in general; today
when about 200 Regie Procure i Tribunall e C&rti d'appello,soattored
over the couiitry, might have \jeen at work gathering up three copies
of all Italian publications to send them to Florence,Romri and the
appropriate district library » the Bollfettinodelie pubblicaziont .
italiane ricevuto per diritto di stampa^.is the work of the central
library alone. For the arrangement of the manuscript ^printed formulae
are available ,which assign their definite place to the catch word,
to the subject part^ as well as to all other bibliographical data.
The bulletin comes out semi-monthly and arranges the publications
according to the directions of the Regolamento in alphabetical
classt arrangement .The separate titles are prefaced by a temporary
number to which aft author index at the close of each volume refers.
The wrappers bring in addition a few com-rrunications from the library.
The other thirty libraries report to Florence a list of their books
indexed in the bulletin. On the basis of these statements, the aantral
library makes at the close of the yearb work awTavola 8inottica,n
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a synoptical table, in which numbers corresponding to the title
numbers in the Bulletin appear, accompanied by the signature of the
libaries in which the book is to be found. Practical formulae serve
also for the^Tavola sinott ica"; each number- is directed to one card»
on which all the signatures of cooperating libraries are already
printed. The signature of the institution possessing the book, indi-
cated by the numeral above,has a line drawn thro it and the
compositor knows that he is to regard only these. A copious index,
on the order of the English title-a-line catalog^ embrac-^s the enr-
tire years additions. 1590 "^co-ples of the bulletin are published
,
300 of which are sent abroad as gifts to the most famous scientific
institutions* The year 1895 includes I 0021 titles. Thatever the prac-
tical application of this comnon accession list for purposes of
cataloguing may be, it must unfortunately be stated that only a few
copies are made printed on one side-altho any library need only
express the desire in order to have it dmne-and these almost
entirely for the use of the National library at Florence #which
m'avntit'ns by this means three card catalogs an alphabetical, subject
and topographical, straiigest of all is tho fact t^hat the central
library at Rome^ to which all Italy is a tributary, does not make
the indicated use of the bullet in. iVhile recently established
periodicals and Italian newspapers are indexed regularly in the
bullet in, for those which already existed before its birth, that is
before 1886, reference is made to the central periodical catalog
and further to the indioe dei Gionali politici e d'alfrri che tratt-
ano di cose locali,rioevuti dalla Biblioteca Naz^^onale Oentrale
di Firenze,! luglio 1835-30 gingno I886-appearing in Rome as Part
6 of the indici e Cataloghi (736 alphabetically arranged titles
with typographical index.).
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The first publication mentioned is duplicated in part by the index
published in I89I by the Nazionale Centrale in Florence of the
periodicals received by it according to the copy tax laTr;Elenco
delle Pub^icazioni Perodiche italiane rtcevute dalla Biblioteoa nel
1391.^(1362 systematically arranged titles with alphabetical index.)
(2) The Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale at Rome.
.The Regolanento (article 62) requires all government libraries to
send in title cards for their purchases and gifts in foreign litera-
ture to the Vittore Emanuel^e at Rome, which on the basis of this
material and its own, publish the supplewent to the Bolletin^ delle
pubblicazioni italane'Sso that ^in this .lannerja complete annual in-
ventory of all the literary accessions of the state in so far as
they belong to literature published before 1886 are to be found.
The^Bollettino delle opere moderhe stra^iiere acquistafte dalle bib-
lioteohe pubbliche governative del T^gno a* Italia began irnraediately
in 1836 but was discontinued at the close of 1893. The first years
issue appeared in six volumes; later gr-^ater spaces of time were
coveredj^the accessions from January to June inclusively. In external
appearances ^'^specially in the choice of typefthds publication
differed from the Bolletino delle publicazioni italiane ^not to its
detriment .The arrangement and order however^ even to the cooperation
in the realm of library methods and registers^ is the same. Only here
the signatures of the library possessing the work in question
follow each title* A small"Tavola sinottica^besides, at the close of
the year in the manner formerly described, indexes those n«^ access-
ions from foreign literature,whir.h were registered in former years
in the Bolletino, Vol. 6,1391 had 3265 titles, A pratical application
of these accession lists in cataloguing has never been made even
in Rome itself.
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5 The Scandinavian countries.
(I) Tho University library at Christiania,
Artiola II of the Norwegian copy tax law for 20 June ^1882, directs
the university library at Christiania every year as early as
possible^ at all events before the first of August »to publish an
index of all books issued in the realm during the course or the
year and belonging to it by order of la^j. (In this list are included
musiCf engraving, lithographs and so forth^.This statement is the more
acceptable as forracrly there was lacking a complete statement of
NTorwegian literature. But unfortunately the decree postponed the
poTvod ofl delivery for the publications appearing in the course of
year until the end of the following January^ so that it is not Strang
if irregularities and carelessness flourish with regard to depositi-
on required by law, To tnis circumstance is to be attributed the
fac^t that the Norsk Bogfortegnelse, excellently edited according
to definite cataloguing rules^has never appeared at the prescribed
tine. The ordinance to which it owes its exist Euice# came into force
I January ,1883; the catalog of Norweigen literature of 1883 should
have been compelled to leave the press at the latest by July* 1884,
but appeared dnly in the university year book, published in 1885 for
1884 f as Part I of the accession indexes entered for 1883. and as yet
the administration has been auccessfvlpin no manner^ in shortening
this great delay to a moderate degree. To the difficulty^ complained
about again and again^ of receiving the books at the right time fi'om
the printing establishment pledged to the task, is added lack in the
working forces in the library and scarcity of money, so that th-^
issue of the publication was, on the whole, still more delayed while
the introduction to the Norsk Bo^^fortegnelse for 1883 is signed on
26 November, 1884-
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h«re are meant the sepa ^-ato irapreesions furnished with independent
title sheets from the year book-the work on the index for I89I was
delayed until May 1893 and the one for 1892 until September 1894.
The next year's issue could bo sent out osorlier-January 1895-and
with favorable out look for a punctual dispatch pf business in the
future. But this hope had been greatly misplaced. Today ^ in the latter
half of 1897^ the index for 1894 has not yet appeared*
Under these circumstances it is evident, and the fact has been con-
firmed by the statement of tlie present librarian » A, CDrolsum, that
neither in Christ iania nor in one of the other libraries of the
realm can we think of an immediate utilization of these printed
titles for the purposes of cataloguing. The blame for this miserable
state of affairs may be attributed above all to the provisions of
the Ardinance.A brief space of time for delivery, as almost all
modern oop^^^tax laws order^ would best prevent the delay of the
prescribed copies.And if tht library were ordered (as is at presenlT
practiCKry forbidlan^ to issue its index ^ brief intervals, and at
the close of the year to collect it by means of a register, ten fold
advan^tages would be obtained with the same work . Grat ifying is it
that there are no further examples of a li-brary being held respon-
sible for causing an index of all the literary productions of the
country without being able to draw from this work advantages for
its own cataloguing. As to the regulations of publication, it is to
bo noted that it arranges in four alphabetical portions the printed
works with the inclusion of periodicals, nusicen^avints, lithogr-
aphs and finally the newsiapors. A classified table of the contents,
issued as a special number of the Bogfortegnelse made the conclusiovv
the January 1392 number established by direetion of the publisher
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a
by JfB.Halvoraon and for 1892 by A.Kjer.with the annual Issue for
A
1893,the publication is omitted in the publications of the library
and alas the useful register is unfortunately omitted.
Next to the administration records ^the year book of the university
library furnishes, beside the Norsk Bogfortegnelso,an alphabetical
index of the remaining accessions of the Norwe^fan division and a
syetematioally arrange! list of the accessions froini foreign
literature, with the exception of the periodicals which,eiir-iulating
for a period of five years (compare issues for 1888 and 1893) are
noted in the preface. The entire publication, as far as the corrector \
ness and brevity. of the titles, arrangement and typographical make-
up are concerned, faultless. Only it would be extremely desireable
A
for the administration soon to be in a position to give to its
publications a greater activity. so as to prevent the publication
of accessions of foreign works from suffering under the obstacles,
which a promptly prepared list of the Norsk Bogfortegnelse would
make possible, in 1893 as the preface to the issue of 1892 shows,
it was decided tQ issue each part of the year book separately in
the future. But while at present the Norsk Bogfortegnelse lies before
us, the publication of additions of foreign literature coiies only
to the first semester of the same year.
The Norsk Bogfortegnelse for 1893 cites 2088, the index of the other
accessions in 1892-93,2231 titles.
I<
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2f The puljlic libraries of Sweden.
Th« public libraries ol Sweden pince 1886 have possessed a general
index of their new accessions in foreign literature, which, edited
under the authority of the Iinperial library at Stockholm by the
librarian of the Swedish academy of Science, E. W. Dahlgren, appears
annually ijinder the title"Sveriges Offentlige Bibliotek,.. accessions--
Katalog^'in an octavo volune of an avera'^e of 400 pages and gives
the added volumes of the preceoding year under 29 subject divisions.
These divisions are subdivided alphabetically. The acconpanying
society publications and periodicals are taken out of the list of
monographs and noted separately at the close of each division. The
similar publications of a general and mixed contents form the last
two main divisions. The signatures of the library accompanying
every title, at present there are 25 libraries interested, indicate
where the book in question is to be found. At the close of each
voluiie there is a list of the univerf^it ies and faculties on wliose
exchange list the Swedish libraries are. After the names of the
universities are placed the number of the docuraents transmitted by
it during the year and the signatures (if the libraries,which have
received them. The more valuable treatises of this province are
mentioned with their titles besides in the proper place. The lack of
collected alphabetical indexes might injure the use of separate
volumesoThe register enbracing the first ten years issue I886-I895
will be the more welcome to Swedish scholars to whose excellent
arrangement the sheets already prepared bear witness, the titles
alphabetically arr-^nged and very compactly expressed refer to
year of issue and division. In the course of the present year ^1897,
it will appear in some fifty sheets. The coooperatmg institutions
have tht^ task of ^iepereing their accessions. in modern foreign

literature according to instructions Worked out by the Iroperial
library at Stookholr.i,of bringing the titles into the systeii at the
basis Of the eetablishiient of the accession catalog, and of sending
thera in to the Inperial library so arranged every year in the
beginning of January, where unaer Dahlgren's supervision, the final
revision and printing will follow.
(Volume 10 for 1 895, including periodicals and continuations,nuraber8
276 titles) A practical utilization of these publications for
purposes of cataloguing has not yet been demonstrated, ftnly a few
copies printed on one side were struck off , which serve merely for
editorial purposes.
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3. The thesSs indexes of Upsala» Copenhagen and Lund.
The desirttjCxpreesec;. in the preface to the first Catalogue des
thee€.s ot eorits acadenjLques,that the countries participating m
the exchance of university publications might follow the exaiiiple
of France and Germany and facilitate for the libraries the indexing
of their acadenical writings by means of printed indexes,has found
fulfillment thus far to a limited degree, 6nly the university
libraries at Upsal a, Copenhagen and Lund have begun recently to
attach to their shipments indexes printed on both or one side of
the sheet ;Upsala^ 1893-94^ ( 1895-96,37 titles ); Copenhagen^I895 5( IS96)
15 titles^ and Lund_^ 1896-97, (23 titles).
VI o Germany.
I. The Murhard city library at Cassel.
In the spring of I882,Uhlwo^n^yOn a tour of inspection thro Holland
librarleSjj became acquainted with the printed titles introduced
there in the seventies. At home he had been successful in convinc-
ing the influential places of the advantages of the procedure,
and in the same year he was able to begin to prove it practically
by the cataloguing of the collection entrusted to him, The Murjnard
library has thus the merit of having preceded all German libraries
in the acceptance of the great innovation. The ti'^tles in classt
a
alphabetical arrangement were printed on one side of^ half sheets
100 copies were struck off »which,in part in the customary way were
intended for the establishment of a card catalog kept up according
to the Leyden aystom. Instead of special refereencen the main card
suffices, on i^hich the necessary words of reference, distinguished in
the text of the title by special type, are indicated in writing.
The work has advanced so far at the present time that V7ith the
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exception of maps and charts there oxe printed indexes for all the
possessions of the library. The experiment set on foot "by Uhlworra
ottvTB one very especial interest , namely, theuse of the existing
forms for the setting up of cards directly printed in order to x
aVoid the entire pasting process. After the printing of each sheet
the individual titles were spread out and "before the breaXing up
of the fount of type, the hand press came again into service, and
fixed and ready for filing in the catalog , there came with each
sheet from the printing press 25 cards of all the titles indexed
by it. The one hundred proof sheets together with the separate
cards, including the paper* cost 22 m.The experiment has thus, since
a sheet contains over fifty titles, led to a remarkable result; the
direct printing allows not only much more beautiful , convenient and
durable cards, but means also, as soon as the issue becomes somewhat
greater, a saving in comparison with the usual mode of cutting and
clipping. Even tho the administration^ in spite of the above fact,
carried on the issue of finished cards only one year and then gave
it up, the abandonment is the result of purely external considerat-
ions,which do not affect the nature of the question,
2. The Imperial library at Berlin.
The publications of the Imperial library at Berlin,the»»Jahres-
VerzeichT^ise der an den Deutschen Universit^ten erechieTawTftcriften
A
li
(since 1885), the Jahres-Verzeichniss der an den Eeutschen schulans-
talt^en cTschienenen Kb|Lndlunj;en (since 1889) and finally the
* Verzeichniss der aU3 der neu erschienenen Litteratur ervvorbenen
Druckschrlften (since 1892) are so widely distributed, that any
special notice seems superfluous. Only one thing may be noted here,
that in the arrangement of the last publication the so-called prin-
ted list of t titles
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has undergone a very desirliable change with the beginning of 1896,
The printing office has undertaken the task of setting up the ti-
tles every week, whether the material on hand fil3-8 the whole sheet
or not. Moreover since then the titles have appeared in alphabetical
order. By K:eans of both of these inprovements the other institutions
were enabled toadopt the work of the Inperial library to their own
cataloguing, for now they not only can obtain pos ^session of the
same niorequickly,but also find the desired titles raore easily.
The expansion (effected October ,1897) the printed titles into an
A
index of the printed books acquired by the Ii-perial library and the
Prussian university libraries in the realm of recent literature i is
to bjB regarded as ah experiment according to a ccommunication
accompanying the 37 sheets of the issue for 189" » A supplement of
printed titles,which considers only the newly est abolished
periodicals, forms the Verzeichniss der 4,eit-und Verein-achriften
der Koniglichen Bibliothek zu Berlin issued 1892.
(It numbers 3799 alphabetically arranged titles)
3 The Ducal library at Wolfenbuttel.
The Wolfenbdttel library traces the use pf printing back directly
to their recataloguing taken up in 1889 at the instigation of
Uhlworm.As it appears, neither the English nor the French printed
titles were known there. Certainly they arrived independently at the
ideas already in use at Cambridge j contrary to the other printing
libraries of Germany, not only of assigning to the printing the
most important portion in Iregard to contents and size, of reserving
written supplements on the other hand, for the necessities of the
library force, but also of rendering these formalities, significant
words, signatures and so forth by means of printing and of dispen-
sing entirely with written cooperation. But while in England and
France the significant n'ord is simply placed first and then is
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followed by the titles,usually with the repetition 6f the signif-
icant word in its place within the text of the title; in Wolfenbutt
-el they adhere so far to the older customary di^eision of the cards'^
signature and catch words are placed at the left and right on a
running line above the title which ^compared with the other method^
scarcely signifies a gain in space and expeneo.
In Cajnbridg© they spare themselves, as we have seen, the ci*Gatest
portion of the references by printing over the first significant
word of the title^of the reference, and thus provide for the title
strips in two places of the catalog. How long this custom has been
practiced there is unknown to me; it can hardly be traced back to the
example of ?/olfenbuttel,tho it is not refered to in Bradshaw's re-
port which goes very imich into details. Certainly in the wo3.fenbutel
A
printing the principEe is new of making all special references super.
fluoue by having the significant words of general printed together
with the main catch word of the title. The latter stand always at the
right in the corner above the line, while the others are on the left
d
in the order in which they oour in the titles.
Thus the main cards printed in an-^ number desired, serve at the saine
tii.ie as references, since the significant words, not applicable in
any particular instance, are done away with by cutting them out before
the mounting. Moreover in order to be able to separate thdse serving
for references and to control the relation of the significant words
to each other ^ the main significant words are ertphasized in the text
of the title by means of heavy type. It is not to be denied that
this arranger.ent signifies a great saving of work and expense.lt is
a gain not to be underestimated, that in the application of this meth-
od in the catalog one has alv/ays^ instead of the mere reference^the
complete title of the main card which needs never to be looked up.
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The objootion that in different editions of a book the reference
cards must be multiplied inconveniently , is not the case in regula-
tions in force at i^olfenbutt el,where they unit© on one card all
editions of the same work in their possession, Only one, and in my
opinion, not a slight inconvenience, the wolfenberttel title brings
with it; the catch irord.s do not stand as is to be wished, on each
card in one and the same place; in all reference cards they seera
moved more or less to the loft ^ at times even close to the signatu-
res on the left raargin.The use of catalog cards is facilitated by
sotting up the first arrangement word always at the same point.
This is however because of the TolfonbiittsE practice, of placing
the catch words on the right corner and the forensjne before the
family namo, never done in the case of the main cards. This evident
disadvantage for hr^ndling the catalog might have been avoided-at
least in great mea8ure,-if^ as is customary , they had assigned the
catch words to the loft corner, had always placed the faraily name
first and moreover had employed the oust on, now practiced in the
case of aggregated references, of placing the arrangement vvords
over instead of next to one another.
The titles are printed just as in Cambridge on both inner sides
of an open folio sheet, each page in two columns. Each sheet bears
the name of the cataloguer, fifty copies are strucic off, solely for
the use of the library. Still the administration of the Zwissler
publishing house has granted the use of the forms already set up
for editions of separate portions of the catalog. >f these
Ausgewahlten Biicherverzeichnissen aus der Herzogl, Bibliothek zu
Wolfenbuttel, two numbers have already appeared : I. Syst ©mat isches
Verzelchnl'^se cler Lessing-Litteratur. 1839.
2. Alphabet isshe s Verzeichinss der Franz O'^ischen Litteratur(
<)
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(exclusive of the nineteenth century).
|i
4 The public library in Caesel.
a
II In 1889 the public library in Cassel be[ an the recatloguing of their
entire collection by the employment of printed titles, to all
appearances following quite closely the custom of the Mur^hard
library. Each couple of hundred title cards, made according ta their
own rules, alphabetically arranged,were sent to the press and there
printed in the seirio order of succession. Only in cases of exception-
al difficulty is a second revision de sir- able. Fifty copies of each
sheet are gummed on the reverse side, as a rule, ten of these gujamed
copies are handed over to the book binder, who cuts them up and
pastes the title strips to the mounting card. There are no especial
I
references. The main significant word and reference ©atch words are
,
printed in heavier type, Both are written on cards in the upper
corner according to directions of the office, in round hand by a
copyist.
The Cologne city library.
PriraarCAly i^i the interest of their patrons the Cologne city libra-
r^,'-^ under the direction of Keysers^ began the issue of monthly
accession lists in 0ctober^I890. At the same tiine regard for its
practical application in cataloging was had at the autse:, for this
reason it was issued printed on one side in heavy paper..\fter eight-
een numbers in three volumes were issued, through want of working
" force for its continuationjabandon^tr.ent of the task becaiAc
necessary. The titles arc taken up in systematic alphabetical
arrangement . Comprehensive indexes are not furnished with the
separate volumes. Added to this it lacked a running number^ so that
it must have been very hard for the administration to hunt out the
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desired titles later. The introduction preceding the first number
give;r information concerning the details in the selection of the
inserted accessions, the 'wording of the titles and so forth. Only the
the one way be mentioned here that the first mention of the author's
name as well as the plainer was set aside in order not to inter-
fere with the utilization of the titles for any desired kind of
a
cataloging.
VII.Amerioao
As was mentioned in its proper place the University library of
Cambridge followed the American models when in I86I ^as far as is
ascertained the first in Europe in the prosecution of its catalogs
it Introduced printing instead of manuscript for::n. Entirely apart
however from the difficulty of ascertaining reliable dates here,
it would be inconsistent with the aim of the present work to go
into details concerning the develop^ment and present extent of the
use of printing in American libraries. Only the recent peoularity
A
Of catalog printing there,which has found in European Eibraries
so far, no copy, should be mentioned here. This, in the establisliment
of a printed card catalog with the avoidance of the established
custom of cutting and pasting, According to X!r. Andrews speech at
the last London conference, outside the John Crerar library,' of
Chicago under his direction, there are at least three libraries
la
which have adopted this significant inovat ion, name l:Jp the Boston
Public Library , Harvard College and the New York Public Library/-.
Of the last named institution, which presumably first adopted
printed cards at the installment of J.S.Billings as director, here
it can only be stated from Mr. Andrew's lecture that a title costs
twelve cents.
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I.Boston Public library.
The Boston Public Library, which had inau^fc?ated printed cards as
early as Justin/ Wtnsor's administration 1868-77 has deserved the
thanks of all libraries fron its successful attempt to^ place the
linatype^formerly used exclusively for newspapers and simpler
CBto?0(^'v>.\-n^ depa-xlmerit. f\-reTAO«:^e.t?v-r;<| O"? "^Ke. ^/^i<5TK\n^
pieces of T.^OTK^at the service of the^prograia proposed at its intro-
duction has brought it to pass tHat no practical experience has been
submitted concerning an especially characterfistic side of the
machine; i.e.concerninc the ease it affords of using a tyije once
set for various issues; still it is doubted, if it can be proven at
once tHat too much has not been hoped for in this respect, as we are
convinced even today of the great superiority of the service of
printed titles. On the ground floor of the new building a rooi^,20
X 12:12 M is given up to the printing press. Its equipi^.ent consits
of two linotypes, about sixty different written sets for the hand
worl: and three presses; the linotypes are also su'pi-lied with three
extra magazines-^can be enlarged and about a dozen matrices var^z-ing
in form and weight. The personnel, besides the headSfis coiiposed of
two type setters (women), a printer and a man of all worJ^.The chief
^1
work of the machine is the production of catalog cards, the issue
of the monthly bulletin and nmberless classt or alphabetical spe-
Icial
indices of limited portions of the library/- and their branches.
As exclusively as is possible, three kinds of Roman type are used,
which is liberally supplied with accented letters of all sorts and
special written characters so that the hand pres8 ne^^ds only to
be used for Greek , Russian and Hebrew type-this type is inserted fot
printing the linotype slugs. still i| is prpp^dd to make a complete
1I
II
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On the catalog cards the text of the title ie given in small pica,
the contents in brevier.i^fhen the slips with the statement of the
desired nuiiiber of copies of each title are returned from the cata-
loging department ^tiie titles are divided into six small groups, so
that as far as possible these requiring the same number of copies
will be together, Each sheet-(the material is a rather stiff card
board}-malLes sjlx cards all of which bear the rujining number of the
sheet out of which it has been cut and the date of printing,
While these barsj^fter the completion of the printed are just
put bad! in the crucible contrar?' to the original working program,
the lead lines provided for the publication of the monthly access-
ion lists of the li.notypes, after they have fulfilled their first
mission are kept for future use, They are better suited to the needs
of the contemplated voluminous catalog, because the titles of the
monthly bulletin are printed exclusively by brevier and are far
scantier bibliographical notes than those of the card catalog*
For the reception of these slugs 800 wooden galleys are provided^
which are so placed that they occupy a base of 0.69 X 3.55 m.They
can hold about twelve tons and are already half filled, The printing
of the first years accessior list is in course of preparation.
The advantages expected from the linotypes have not failed.
Statistics have given not less than one hundred and fifty titles
as an eight hour days work for a male t3'-pe setter or mch hiore than
enough for a feiiiale typesetter. A substantial cheapening of printing
is the result in contrast to the old process, for the solid lines
allow 80 muck more freedom and speed with the breaking up and
sorting than th.e font -^et with movable type. The dreaded"pies"are
irapossible.Thus ease in handling: the fixed lines together with the
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practical arrangement of the case coristnicted for this purpose has
reduced the cost of the mere printing from four cjents to so:aething
lees than one cent vor the title cards whicSi for two years the
printed cards of liLe Boston Public Library had required with raova-
ble type ^Further it is self-evident that the oiiiplo3niient of the ma-
chine brings with it an economy of space. A coiplete set of matrices
has a place in a flat drawer the size of an ordinary letter case,
and in order toaccomplish the saiae work with movable type as with
a machine five times as large^a room is necessary for stands and
letter case as the linotype requires. The expenditures for cases is
entirely avoided^ that for types reduced to a sixth^for the price
of type metal »which retains its original value; even after it has
been in the crucible a thousand times, amounts to only a sixth of
the founded type, which is used up comparatively soon and finally
still has only its value as metal. The matrix^ scarcely ndticably
worn out by use costs however two and one half cents;sinoe for
each character, 5-20 matrices are quite sufficient the furnishing
of a new font is not an important expense. Further the constantly
a
new lines give such sharp clear inpression as only brand new typeA
can give. The exhausting of single letters from which exen large
and well-^tciTci printing presses suffer at times, is un]<:nov,rn in tiie
use of the linotype, for the matrix after the c^j.sting of each line
is returned at once from its new use to the magazine, troublesome
turned letters in the final revision do not occur here,
Tinally not the least good point of the machine is ^that^ cares for
thie distribution with unfailing aoouraoy and thereby presents the
oopious source of printers 'raistal^es. On the other hand deficincies
offset to scrme extent the many favorable points.
i.
I24o
delay of
Inriietinct rnanuscrip'^the work^the laadiiino type setter in a rnuch
higher degree than that of tlie hand typesetter. The revision of a
mistake denianls the nevi composition of the entire line,whioh again
brings with it the possibility of new errors and deiiands especially
in the last revlC'^ion unusual care. Since the key board contains
only large and small letters^ numerals
,
punctuation marks and the
ordinary characters and accents, all raatrices for the cursive,
for siiall capital letters etc. must be set by hand from the Sorts
box and altho this method is not very tiresoine in conparison with
hand coriTpositon,yet it is so rmch more wearisome than the normal
work of the machine, that in practice it leads to the most sparing
use of such characters. But it has been proven also that the simple
insertion of lines is enough for emphasis at the classification
words and a uniform tone to the appearance of the type. These
deficiencies are ^iii anycase,easy to put up with as they have not
prevented other Aiiierican libraries from following Boston's example.
A.Growoll,who was the first pu^icly to dra^v the attention of
librarians to the advantages of Merganthaler 's iiachine^ espec tally
tBT the making of catalogs, in a private letter mentions four
libraries beside the Boston public library "not to mention more"
which have introduced the linotype: the Carnegie library of Pttts-
burg, Pa.
,
public libraries of Scranton, Pa. , Cleveland, 0. and St.Joseph
Mo. ( L.J .1896,23: 23I^Thi8 list can be supplamnnted by the Denver
public library. A few statistics in closing. The printing department
for 1896-97 printed 12796 titles for the card catalog. The expense
runs from 7 to 8 cents for the title in 8 copies including the card
board.
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As to the expense of catalogs printed in book form only one Btate-
nent is made which should have representative value: the nonthly
bulletin (face 20,5 X 13 cm with approximately 34 titles) is issued
in 5000 copies for about(#3. ) three dollars.)Naturally is it in this
connection that the monthly accession indexis furnished at the
astonishingly low price of 25 cents for the year. The machine is
only established provisionally in America and costs three thousand
dollars.
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2. Harvard Oolxege library at Caiabridge.
The cataloging methods in use today at the Harvard college library
can be traced back to the lately deceased Justin ivinsor ivho ,tv;enty
years ago^ entered upon his new duties at Cambridge after an exem-
plary organization of the Boston public library'-.
In the first place the titles are put on slips of a surface 50 X
II c«i. (Harvard university library accessions ); but then they ai^e
not^ as is usually the custom^divided up into several An one large
form and printed an the entire sheet, which is cut up into separate
cards, but each one is complete in itself and as riany copies are
struck off with the hand press as the needs of the library require.
The separate printing wa.8 decided upon because it excludes the
issue of superfluous cards which is unadvisable with a printed
sheet. For the olasst catalog card board is obtained which is
divided into two parts by a red line. While the title takes the
large lower space, the narrow upper portion is allot od to the
classification phrases which are to be supplied by hand after the
printing is done. The slips, 4 or 5 of which are required week for
receiving the accessions are issued iii lots of fifty .The li1?rary
requires five copies, on an average, of the separate cards, two for
the author and three for the subject catalog. Each title costs 20
cents; for an explanation of this high price one is referred to
the fact that the work is done by the university press, which is
cornpelled to maintain an extensive plant for occasional demands and
therefore can not do the work as cheaply as private concerns.
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3 ..John Crerar library at Chicago.
The Jibhn Crerar library afib Chicago, opened I April, 1897, '.hose pro-
vince covers substantialy the field of natural science, provides, as
well as the Boston public library, for the application of r-he compo-
sition set up for the printing of their carde for the publication
of extensive catalogs in books form, but still without using the
linotype. The titles are set rather by hand.lTThen the titles are
printed the composition is consigned to the electro-deposition,
which makes a dull and light copper cliche for eacii title. Then
electro-types are preserved accordii'.g to i*unr.ing numbers^which are
put right under the main classification word.\Vhen the administra-
tion desires to have a comprehensive accession list or a special
catalog :jrinted,it need only give the printer the numbers of the
titles in th^e order in which they are to appear in the new
publicatioris. Evidently the thin cliches are to be strengthened
for printing by blocks on the back. If there are as yet no experi-
ments made in this direct ion, they will be started immediately/,
Tlie process described hat- the great advantage over the use of the
linotype for the same purpose in that the collection of i?rr.enee
masses of metals is avoided. for the thin flat electrotypes require
only a modest portion of the weight and room of the heavy deep
lead lines. On the other hand it is more expensive. The titles cost
in lots of 30 copies, 16 cents and 6 cents for galvanoplastio
reproduction. Annually 2000-3000 titles are printed*
ii
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/Printed titles outside of libraries.
It has not been satisfactorily settled as to who first made the
proposal to the publishers that they enclose with every copy a
printed title card of each book issued by them so. as to save the
library the labor of making title cards. At all eventSfOf all the
plans, which owe their origin to the deep vexation over the eternal
repetition of the same work in countless libraries, this is not only
the most fitting, but unfortunately also the nost hopeless, and it is
hard to conceive from whence its adherents derive their courage to
keep agitation alive in the face of the opposition and indifference
everywhere and in the face of the plainly endless multiplication of
conflicting ideas and not ions, which would be united hen-'e.
s
More posible is the related effort to prevail upon the editorial
A
management of serials to issue ^ as supplement s^ indexes of sepai'ate
treatises printed on one side. Here the form of the task gives way
of itself and none will make great claime for such titles which
serve practical purposes quite as well as references. For those
libraries,which extend their cataloguing up to recent articles,
every such index is a real gain, which cannot universally be main-
tained of the title cards whiohi a few publishers have decided to
attach to their books. An enumeration of the nearly separate results
of all theoe effotts may be left out of consideration here; only
because of the example reference may be made to the familiar typical
slips of the Smithsonian Institution and to the reoults of the
indefatigable propoganda of Desidario Ohilovis.
Naturally only undertakings as are dependant upon one mind and one
A
determination are taken into account. The follo'ving cursory glance,
which is limdted in every instance to the so called direct printed
cards, is not exactly qualified to fill the librarian with pride.
«I
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If on the one hand ^'^e see the efforts in the direct and coiniuon in-
terests of all libraries crippled by the almost inconceivable
indifference of libraries, on the other hand, undertakings of prime
import ance,raeeting the needs of particular scientific professions
show that, to a great extent, it is becoming a custom to dispense
entirely '.7ith the aid of the librarian for bibliographical needs.
At- the International conference held in London, July 1896, at the
invitation of the Royal sosiety ^which declared itself unanimously
in favor of the issue of an index in card and boolc fomi ofi the
literature of all natural science b appearing sine I January 1900,
neither the British Museum nor a single English library was repre-
sented, and a:no
'g forty one delegates who took part in the session,
only five librarians were counted. Perhaps th-is is nol^ to the pointy
but at all events it is greatly to be deplored for the sake of the
library vocatian,the more because this conference may be of unusual
significance in the develop 2 ient of bibliography.
i
loO.
Undertakings in the interests of libraries*
I.^he Library Bureau in Boston and the A.L.A.
Central cataloguing which has been striven for and discussed a^ain
and a^ain in America since the first assem-ly of librarians in
1876, i.e. the provision of library claims sufficing for printed
title cards from a central office, seemed to be approaching a real-
ization at the beginning of 1894 after a number of fruitless
efforts. Two undertakinifs announce at the same time the fulfillment
of the desires cherished so long in vain, so that the editorial
chair of the library journal prefaced its notice with the phrase
"It never rains, but it pours
The Rudolph indexer oo.in Philadelphia announced for I January
1894, the installation of a special cataloging depart-nent in New
York under Mr. Cutter's direction, which v/ould furnish the libraries
with printed titles in the same form as the Rudolph machine
demands.The field was not to be lirrdLted to the modern literature
of America and England, but to be extended to the older books which
are indexed in librar:,'" catalogb.At the same time the Library
Bureau in Boston sent out circulars with the same offers except
that the title cards were to toe of the size customary in America.
The Library journal produced examples of both undertakings and
from the sort of report said, that in professional circles these
plans were regarded already as realities. In spite of this^oentral
cataloging today still rests in the stage of an experiment.
The undertaking of the Rtadolph Indexer OOoseeias never to have been
carried nut.T:i» only thing which the next year's issue of the
Library Journal mentions, is the explanation of the agent of the
company in the January meeting of the New York library club,
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that inmiediately after the speedy return of Mr. Cutler from Eixrope
preparations would begin and in about two montlis the issues would
be started. The company inust have dissolved in the same year for the
Rudolph Indexer since then has been sold by another firm.
The Library Bureau on the other hand»was in earnest and at the
beginn^ing of 1894 began to issue printed cards t only after two and
a half years of sacrificial work, rich in disappointments and poor
in result 8, to turn to the publishing section of the A. L. A. with
the plea for the latter to taJce the honorably borne burden off its
shouldei's.It may be that one special obstacle has hindered the
develop^ment of the plan and shown itself to be unsurmountable;
that is the lack of cooperation on the part of the publishers who,
by no effort 6, could be brought to the point of recognizing their
own advantage in the prompt and complete delivery of their books
^
instead of seeing in tlie Bureau an undesirable extension of their
free list. This difficulty would disappear as s^^on as the library
association, in whom the publishers could not suspect a business
interest , should take the work into its hand.
The Publishing section declared that^with grateful recognition of
th.e services of the Library Bureau and fully appreciating its uncer-
tain position, they were realy to become its heirs. The Bureau had
indexed anually in round numbers 1700 works, only about a third of
the number regist^jred in the Publishers Weekly, on 5000 cards (f'^r
author, title and subject catalo,^) and sold 59 copies of this cata
—
log to 49 subscribers at a price varying from $37. 50 to ;|?52.50^
according to the quality of the cards. The high price had prohibited
its use by the smaller libraries and by means of a circulsj? Ifette.-
it was ascf^rtained that the larger institutions ,which had decided
Y
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to subscribe could only --ise one third of the cards provided for
their catalogs. The Publishing section could substantially increase
the nuiiiber of subscribers a"".d thereby incite the publish^ers into
active cooperation, if it could start subscriptions for f?epaTatt)
portions of the card catalog.lt offered to advance to the subscri-
bing libraries from I January , T897, once or twice a week short lists
of the books to be catalogued (advance lists) in which they would
indicate those works which they would be lij^ely to purchase. After
two weeks the lists were to be ret^Tned and irainediately th.e cards
in question would be forwarded to them in the desired nuinber and
quality, presumably at the saine tine the book itself was published.
So few responses to this offer were received* that it uecaine necess-
ary to- drop the plan and wander further from the path of the Librari^
Bureau. The secretary and treasurer of the Publishing section,"/. Coo-
lidge Lane undertook the direction of the work, and Miss Nina E#
Browne, T;ho had boon in charge of the Library Bureau printed cards
from the beginning three years previously,was chosen for the
cataloguing work. The price of the cards renained the saine $7.50 to
$10,50 per 1000, and the number of copies struck off unchanged. The
income from the sale of the books sent in by the publishers together
were almost enough to cover the cost, in connection v/ith whic/i it
must not be forgotten that the undertaking at whose disposal the
Boston Athenaeum has placed a working room and its entire collect-
ion of books, has no expenses for lodfeings^ heating and lighting, and
that Mr. Lane has undertaken the direction of the work as an office
of honor. In spit^; of this condition of affairs, conditions are
still such, as the report of the Publishing sedttion itself admits
that any decrease in the nuiabor of purchases or any increase in
the difficulty of getting the books from the publishers would
1I
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probably brin/^ the undertaking ta a close. The bill passed 10
February
, 1897, COncerihing the expenditure of the iieans allowed the
Library of Congress^ calls for the institution of a special devart-
rnent under the name of" Copyright department ".Prom this office not
only a reorganization of the rules for the protection of literary
property is hoped, but also-at least American librarians can do this-
a blessed efficiency in favor Of the libraries of the country.
The fee for copy righting a book is 50 cents and for 5o cents add-
itional an mdoreenent of the copyright is posted for the, one
interested. Now it is customary to send in the whole doll ^.r, just to
keep the certificate. The Library ^journal asks wiy this should not
be printed in a regulated bibliographical form on a standard card
and be handed to the holder of the copyright?Thus the cataloguing
work would be accomplished for the Congressional library and fur-
ther printed copies would find ready purchasers in all libraries
of the country, 80 that-ibis arrangement eould furnish the office an
increse in its profit..
The advantages of this plan are so evident that the most conser-
vative place could hardly remain Indifferent to it. But the path . t
' from insight into the utility of an idea to ite realization would
be scarcely less broad and difficult than with us in Euror^e.
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Appendix.
The unusually industrious publishing section of the A.L.A.is coming
forward with a new undertaking at present, for which the best results
are to be wished. It undertakes the printing of catalog cards for
seperate articles in a considerable number of periodical publica-
tions beginning with January 1893, (Printed catalog cards for
articles in current Periodicals and society Publications). The
suggestion cane from five large and wealthy institutions of the
country , Harvard and Columbia university libraries, John Crer^r in
Chicago, the Boston public and tne New York public library « Together
they have compiled the list of periodicals to be analyzed - (The
prospectus mentions I84»not less than 59 of which are German) and
also undertakes the work of cataloguing. The publishing section
obtains the manuscript from them and on its side provides for the
printing and sale of the, caTds which are to be issued twice per
montho Because of the plan of the Royal Society already known, they
have disregarded in general publications of natural science or of
a rnatheiaatical character , but have omitted scarcely one of the more
important learned societies. If the plan succeeds in gaining the
necessary cooperation it will be extended later to more periodicals,
government pubi-^cations, collected works and even for a future
selection of journals of all volumes issued since the beginning.
The cards are of the size most used in America 7.5 X 12.5 cm.
(postal size). In order to accommodate the libraries whidii use the
smaller size (5 X 12.5 cm), the printing is so arranged that 2 l/2
cm can be cut away from the lower edge of the card without injuiy to
the title. The subscription price formerly set Ir to be lowered in
the course of time as the number of eubecribers shall permit.

IS5t
At firet ,100 titles can be purchased, for $Z or 04.50 according to
T7hether the subscription was for all the bibliography cards or only
to the titles of selected publications. A single title costs frora
IS to 18 pf.This price includes two copies or each title. If still
nore copies are desired, I 00 cards, according to the distinction
forrfierly made, are reckoned at 40 or 50 cents. In addition to the
subscriptions of the five libraries mentioned, at least five r.iore
subscriptions to the entire bibliography mst be obtained in order
to place the undertaking on a firm basis. That these will be
obtained is scarcely a question.lt would be a matter of sincere
regret, if the price high according to continental standards^ should
prevent our libraries fron participating. For with every new
subscription the lowering of the price becomes more possible: the
A. L. A.wishes to make no profit but to serve the com^^aon good.Tho
extension of the indexing to the seperate periodical articles is a
demand,which in the long run we shall not be able to evade, and here
an excellent opportunity is offered to begin our catalogs with
the extension. The card form chosen by' the A.L.A.at all events does
not prevent their work from being used by us, for it is not evident
why the inventory of periodical articles could not lead a separate
existanoe by the side of the monographs. The number of the titles,
whidki the cataloging of the periodicals first proposed, would iiiake,
is estimated at 3093. The '593 or 372m. which an entire subscription
would cost, could be afforded by our large libraries in the end.
The matter is worth a sacrifice.
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The Library Bureau in London.
The Library Bureau in London under Cedi'ic Chiverr^ 'direction,
a
branch of the Boston institution, began I January ,1896, the issue of
a new rnontiily bibliography of English literature. At the sa^ae tiKe
it offered a subscription to a card catalog (likewise appearing
monthly) of all books to be indexed in this bibliography at an
annual subscription of 3 The nuiiber of works estimated per year
in the prospectus was 6000, but 5596 were isfiued the first year.
Altho there were but fifteen subscribers, ordering in all twenty
copies, the issue of cards was undertaken and continued twelve
months at a great pecuniary sacrifice, but given up when by the
close of the year there were no more favorable expectations for
the future.
2. Undertakings in the interests of special scientific circles,
(I) The Botanical Supply Company at Cambridge, Mass.
Under th.e title Bibliography of American botany, the Cambridge
Botanical Supply Company published at monthly intervals on cards
a bibliography of all new works on American botany. Up to May, 1897,
3359 cards have been issued; their monthly average being about sixty.
The subscription price wqs fixed at five dollars per year, payable
in advance and later was raised one dollar. The oalleoting of the
material is done by a committee, consisting of the botanists of
Columbia iiniversity,of the National Herbarium and other instituti-
ons, while the publication is done by the company mentioned above
under the direction of the committee from the American Association
for the Advancement of Science. The issue is limited temporarily
to the needs of tlie alphabetical catalog; an Edition by subjects^is
in course of preperation.
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As to the origin of the undertaking it is said, that at the request
of the Botanical Congress held in Madison, N.L.Britton, the editor
of the bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club, decided to convert liis
Monthly Index to literature relating to American botany into a card
index, and entrusted all business details to the botanical supply
oo:npany.
(2) ::?he Office of Experiment Stations in Washington.
The office of experiment stations under the Departnent of Argricul-
ture has been engaged a number of years on a printed card index of
the literatiiTe published by the agricultural experiment stations
and sinilar institutions in the country; "Subject index of litera-
tiire of agricultural experiment stations and kindred institutions."
Each card bears the title of the article, author*s naiie^a reference
to the publication from irhioh it is taken, as well as the experiment
station record, and finally at the bottom a brief aniitation^i'/hile
A
the number at the lower left hand corner specifies the order in
which the cards are issued, the niimbers in the upper right hand
corner indicate the place of tiie title in the systeraatioally
arranged index. Up to date about 13000 cards have been issued inclu-
ding the literature from 1888^ the date of the establishment of most
of these institutions, to l894»ThQ indexing of the earlier work is
already done in manuscript and every effort is being made to
iaclude the most recent publications. A cop^ of the index is sent
free to the agriculttiral schools and experijnent stations. Besides
the bureau has been authorized by law to sell a limited number of
copies at a price which merel^r covers the cost of printing. The
price is #2.00 per 1000 cards. The division cards in different
colore cost one dollar and twenty five cents.
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3 The Repertoire Bibliographique des Sciences
I
Matheiaati^que8
.
i
/ ^ /
At the invitation of the Society Matheinatique de France, a congress
of mathematicians of all countries assenihled the I6th.,of July, 1339,
in ord^^-r to bring to a hapiy solution the question of mathematical
bibliography in which this body had long been actively interested,
i The organization committee, of whitW Prof.Poincare was chairman, was
able to submit to the assembly, a very detailed classification of
mathematical sciences, which was taken up, with numerous minor
changes in three sessions.
V
j Thus the most difficult problem of the conference was soled and
j
with speedy , harmonious work, all the other points of the prograra
were disposed of on the closing day. It was decided to publish a
I
repertorium of all mathematical works, from 1330 up to 1839 inclu-
ji
8ive,as well as of their history from 1600 to a stated time, and
j
for the continuation of the work, to istjue suxpienents every ten
years. in particular it was further decided to take up the work on
applied mathematics only if these had advanced the interests of
pure mathematics, and t:iat the astronimical literature which is
already indexed in HouzeavA and Lancaster's bibliography, was not to
be considered. Finally the conference appointed a standing committoe
with Poincare as chairman, for superintending the carrying out of
their decisions, and decided upon Paris for its central office.
The collection of the material has taken a comparatively short
tine. As early as 1894, in Gauthier-Villars list of publications, the
first series of cards of the Repertoire Bibliographique des scien-
ces Matheraatiques appeared and in Odtober, 1896, the fourth series.
The series costs t-vo francs ar.d contains 100 cards ^14 X 8.50iii.
,
each one of which nuiabers from nine to ten titles.
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Their arrangement withn tne system is alphabetical.
^
(4) The Conclliiin Bibliographicuni at Zurich.
At the unanir-ious resolution of the third international zoological
congress at Leyden,an international bibliographical bureau »( Ooncil-
iura Bibliographicuni opibus compltiiriun nationQiim Turici institurn)^as
4
fo mded inzurich in 1895 for the registration of all recent
zoological literature which ie published in periodicals as well as
separately. The government authorities .learned societies and private
individuals have united to assure its naterial exist ance. Herbert
Field was as.Jio;ned the imriiediate direction of the wor'K to be carr-
ied on through regularl3'' appointed assistantfs ana foreign corres-
pondents, under the control of an international corunission appointed
by the con^iress.The bureau began with the publication of the
Zoologica Bibliographia, which- as a sequel of the bibliographical
portion of the "Zoologisches Anzeiger-continues the great work,with
which the naineo of Carus Wilhelin Engolmann and Taschonborg are
forever associated. But the simultaneous special issue of publica-
tions on cards, forms the essential feature of the new undertaking.
On first of Jan^;a7.':'-,I896,the bureau extended its task considerably
by undertaking J not only the editorial management of the Bibliogra-
phia Anatonica by Fischer at Jena, but also the Bibliographia
Physiologica, founded by Gh. Richet at Paris, and thus gained the
possibility' of extending its card bibliography to the recent ana-
tomical and physiological literature , and further the establishiTient^
already announced and later repeated, of a fourth anthropological
section under the direction of Rudolph Martin. As soon as thirty
five titles a:-e collected the i-iaruecript is sent to the press whera
it is printed forthy/ith.
«ll
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It is hoped of this arrangeiuunt ,hit upor ty a years exprrinienting,
to meet complaints against the delay of the card catalog and to put
it on the marKet more quickly than any other bibliographical
publication. Each card bears the Dewey classification number , which
is given in exact agreement with the rules of the Institut Inter-
nationale de Bibliographie at Brussels » as the bureau on its part
has made the Brussels institut give up the card first chosen, I3-I/3
X 9 cm., in favor of the American size,7-i/2 X 12-1/2 cm. ,i7hich it
adopted. The Zurich card index is to be considered as an essential
part of the universal repertorium established at Brussels,
The Conciliu!.! Bibliograpfiicum is not a comnercial undertaking and
I
according to its statutes cannot jiiake from the sale of the cards
. more than is necessary to cover its expenj^s.ln the estimate of the
' price, the mere cost of Manuscript , composition and printing which
I
i
assumes. a much more favorable figure, the larger the edition, is
I
separated from the cost of card board, cut ting, punching sorting, etc.
increasing in the same way with the number of subscriptions.
I
Unprinted cards of white card board are estimated at four francs
P
per thousand, of tough brown and less thick wraping peeper, two and
a half francs. For composition,printing etc. the price in francs
per 1000 is fixed by dividing 600 by the current number of subscri-
bers. However ,under no circvaaet ances would it exceed six francs.
This price is made for a systematic or alphabetically arranged
series for the entire set of cards. But moreover the Institut offers
a large nui'nber of different anrual subscriptions to sepB^^ate porti-
ons of the bibliography. For example the zoologist who is interested
in fauna in their geographical locations, can obtain all the cards
on fauna at one franc, on tae fauna of France at five francs annualtw
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Also for services in other respect s,tne Concilium Bibliographicuin is
iDlaced at the disposal of scholars, as far a?: it is qualified "by its
position and regulations. Such unusual orders are estimated according
to the amount of time employed; the working hour, or a portion of it,
being estimated at 1.25 francs. If the cards are provided, they are
sold at two francs per hundred. A special arrangement is made in
favor of libraries. Those cards which refer to writings which have
ais^eared independently are supplied at two francs per liundred.At the
8a:ie price, are collected and delivered the cards v/hich index the
sepa'i'ate treatises of periodicals which the library specifies to the
bureaus. Subscribers to the entire card collect ion, according to the
Offer of the bureau, were to profit for their cataloging v;orK. as
follows: The library will send to the Councilicum a list of its
periodicals. Of those cards which refer to the works owned by thora
two copies-the duplicates i.ost practically in the cheap issue on
brown paper-will be sent at a maximum cost of 1.20 francs per
hundred. The white cards serve as the laain stock of the bibliography.
Tfley are replaced as soon as the works in question are access uble,
by tlie brown duplicate cards; so in the main bibliography a proper
oversight over the literature in the library results; but the white
cards issued go into the library catalog*
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Closing remarks.
in the preface to this review it is shOt'Tn that the idea»even in
itself most significant , of making printing servicable for current
catalog work, could develop tci the utnost only where there was
centralization of work for its pursuance. Up to this tira© the indexes
of the publications of the universities and schools are the mnly
examples which all the advantages of this fortunato alliance allow
to be recognized. As to it? value, there is unanimity. Every library
which is in a position to make full use of both Berlin publications
for exainple,can estimate the ^ain which accrues to it from this work
"A
performed at a central office with an anual expenditure of Inuidrede
A
of hours of work. It is a still more desirable advantage, that thro
it, the uniformity desirP'able especially for the entire mechanical
side of cataloging has found a place at least in the treatment of
one branch of literature. But these instances cannot be looked upon
as typical solutions of the problem since they will scarcely compen-
sate for the great difficulty of centralizing the daily work.
The sj.iall portion of literature here ir^.dexed covers only a very
limited part of the book trade, because of which the de'jaand of the
public makes itself felt late according to experience. Moreover they
come into possession of the Itlprary at the close of the acaderoic or
school year in a great ;iass,so that the title coming from the cen-
tral office a couple of months afterwardicoiies in plenty of time.
It is otherwise with all other acquisitions of the library whose
speedy preparation is prest^ingly desired in the interest of the
public as we-Ll as for the transaction of business, It could easily,
be told how great-not to Sj:)eak of the ideal gain-would be the
material advantage for the library of a country or state if each one
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received, furnished in sufficient nui "Lers by a central office at the
saae tine as the apr-earance of the publication or at latest tT7o
weeks alt eI'ward , the titles catalogued according to bibliographical
princip^ts ^so that they could provide for all their catalogs in
this Tirajr.This is the goal never to be lost from our sight ,which
must and will be realized.
At present as the preceding review has demonstrated, it lias approac-
hed only a little nearer in spite of tae complaints raised hundreds
of times for so many years about the enormous waste of tine and
strength which lies in so many libraries doing at the same time one
and the earie work, which could be done once for all.
Of the undertakings cited in the second chapter only that of the
American Library Association is regarded here, and it regains stand-
ing far from the goal without having the prospect of ever reaching
it with their unweioone basis -and the opposition of the author
never would be removed-But the work of the libraries themselves
offers no more favorable picture. Of the three general accession
lists with which we have become faiailiar , only the French keeps in
view the direct application of their titles on the part of the
institutions intereetedfbut since it appears only at intervals of a
year, it is far frdm useful in furnishing them relief in their
cataloguing work. Further we see English, French, Italian and Norwegian
libraries spending years at their task and publishing periodically
according to all the rules of library science,prepared indexes of
all new literary productions of their respective ©o-mtries, ever^'-
time solely for the use of a single library. Of the Norwe^i-an print-
ing not even tliat can be said.
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On the ivhole there is only one institution which h.^.s so regulated
the establishment and distribution of printed titles froia the
beginning so that it would be useful at the same time to otlier .in-
stitut ions; that is the Imperial library at Berlin. If previously
tlie result has been less than they expected and more speedy issue
of the shipment recently introduced has hardly led to a wholly
desireable issue, it is due to conditions, whose mastery lies outside
the province of the administration, above all to the irregular and
late receipt of tiie copy-tax volumes. ^ith this partial failure
still the proof of the insolubility of the probleijfi is not forced
upon us. Rather does the exairiple teach the foreign libraries working
under nuch more favorable conditions in this appointed direction
but entirely in vain that we ourselves, if we possess a ^niforirdy
good law of copy-, tax and a central library ,must adopt another mode
of procedure to reach the goal. All the literary productions of our
country, aside from private publications, governiaent publications and
daily papers stream together into the center of the book tratie as
soon as they come into the market. The impelling force is the all-
powerfi-il -interest of the publisher, which is as strong as it is
inexhaustible. What then is more to the point than to remove thither
the working field of an undertaking whose first and most vital
question is the speedy disposal of the most recent publications
of the book market?



